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Abstract: This paper outlines a synthesis of ecological economics with econophysics and other complexity approaches to economics. Arguably, the resulting ecological econophysics will be scientifically sounder than mainstream economics, and much better suited to addressing a major challenge of our times: the development of democratically-based policies to reduce economic throughput to an environmentally sustainable level without triggering economic crises and without excluding part of the world’s population, i.e. to implement degrowth. Degrowth will need major structural changes, which leads us to question whether there are limits to the malleability of the economic system’s architecture. A fundamental limit will be encountered if, as suggested by the physics of complexity, long-lasting complex systems always occur midway between an ordered and a disordered state. There is much evidence that this hypothesis holds and that the current economic system satisfies this condition. However, this does not mean that the problems posed by this system should be unavoidable. Ecological econophysics gives clues to identify alternative economic systems that would also function between order and chaos but would have radically different implications for environmental sustainability and social justice.
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1. Introduction

Mainstream economics sustains a curious position about relaxation times. In the language of physics, relaxation time $\tau$ is a measure of the time needed by a system to reach equilibrium\(^1\). Mainstream economics assumes $\tau \to 0$ for internal adjustments of the economic system (hence the standard use of general equilibrium models, which imply, for example, the impossibility of endogenous crises). The other extreme ($\tau \to \infty$) is often assumed in regard to the mutual adjustment between the system and its environment: key nonrenewable resources are never depleted (alternatively, depletion is considered possible but inconsequential), while climate change and other forms of environmental degradation never reach levels at which they interfere seriously with economic activity. Neither assumption has an empirical basis, and both have been defied. Ecological economists [1], based on scientific results, generally sustain that the environmental feedback on the economic system is already apparent and could well become dramatic in a near future (they replace the aprioristic belief of $\tau \to \infty$ by a set of finite $\tau$, uncertain but scientifically based and, often, small enough to be policy-relevant). The internal equilibrium assumption ($\tau \to 0$) has been someway relaxed by several economic schools, but it has been most thoroughly debunked by a recently developed discipline known as econophysics [2–5]. Econophysics is quickly expanding in the pages of physics journals and consists of the application of concepts and tools of statistical physics to economics.

A more scientific economics should consider all relevant time scales and the interactions among them. This will result from a synthesis of ecological economics, econophysics and other related disciplines, which could be named ecological econophysics. The present paper explores some key topics for the development of an ecological econophysics.

The motivation for this research is not purely academic: ecological econophysics is envisaged as the science that can give a solid foundation to policies that combine the awareness of the environmental limits to growth with the wish for social justice. The interest in policies along these lines has a long history [6–8], and has recently gained momentum under the label of degrowth [9–12] (while this is mostly a northern movement, similar ideas have emerged in the political south [13–15]). Degrowth proponents pursue the democratic implementation of policies, combined with volunteer practices, to reduce economic throughput to sustainable levels in a particular manner: smooth and equalizing (with the steepest descent for the highest income people and countries, while everybody is warranted an acceptable level of consumption). The throughput to be reduced is, primarily, physical (i.e. quantified in terms of energy, matter, and specific types of resources and emissions), but a key feature that distinguishes degrowth from other approaches to sustainability (such as green growth) is its renounce to the goal of

---

\(^1\) Equilibrium in a broad sense, not necessarily thermodynamic equilibrium
increasing GDP (a position that is increasingly shared [16]). The possibility or not of decoupling GDP from physical throughput is a hotly debated issue, but there can be little doubt that the political imperative of increasing the first poses a serious obstacle to decreasing the later. Degrowth proponents take note of studies indicating that, after some given GDP per capita has been exceeded, further increases in GDP do not contribute significantly to psychological wellbeing [17–19]. It can be added that increasing GDP is an extremely inefficient way to reduce poverty, as shown in [20] and previously foreseen in [21].

A synthesis of ecological economics with econophysics and related disciplines will be more than the sum of its parts. For example, ecological economists might warn that it will not be physically possible to sustain the current throughput beyond some given point in time, but, even though this situation results from an imbalance between the economic system and its environment, many crucial features of the ensuing decline will depend on the dynamics of imbalances within the economic system. The smooth, equalizing and democratically managed decline that defines degrowth is just one possibility. Others are collapse, a sequence of recessions, or the gradual exclusion to death of an increasing fraction of the world’s population while others remain affluent. Economic models are needed to study the plausibility of each of these patterns of decline as a function of different economic policies, but it is econophysical and not mainstream models that can play this role. Because of the equilibrium assumption, standard growth models [22] exclude a priori any type of change that is not smooth, such as collapse or recessions. Because they restrict their attention to a representative agent, these models cannot either inform us on the degree of equality. In contrast, since both economic fluctuations and resource distribution among agents can be described by statistical distributions, and statistical physics relates mechanisms to distributions, the application of statistical physics to economics (i.e. econophysics) is an optimum tool to identify the policies that will make degrowth possible (even though this is less straightforward, econophysics can even give clues on the degree to which the transition to sustainability can be managed democratically).

Physics has always played a key role in ecological economics. One of its founding works, Georgescu-Roegen’s *The Entropy Law and the Economic Process* [23], framed the limits to growth in thermodynamic terms. In this case, physics was applied to its usual objects, such as energy and matter. The difference is that econophysicists borrow concepts and methods that are usually applied to sets of molecules, and apply them to sets of economic agents and assets.

Econophysics can be considered a branch of complexity science or complex systems theory. This is an transdisciplinary field with its main roots in physics (see e.g. the popular account in [24]). Thanks to complexity science, physics moved beyond its traditional focus on extremely simple systems (e.g. balls or, for the case, rockets following a parabolic trajectory) and is applying its methods to more complex systems which had been previously studied from other, complementary points of view, such as living beings, ecosystems, societies or the Earth system. Complexity scientists are especially interested in findings that are equally valid in several different fields. For example, in parts of the present paper I discuss whether forest fires can help us to understand economic recessions. In fact, many works applying complex systems theory to economics do not use the label econophysics (e.g. [25]). Some do not use the complexity label either (e.g. [26]). Among the later, there are, for example, some attempts by theoretical ecologists to develop more robust banking networks based on lessons obtained from the study of ecosystems [27,28] applying concepts that, often, have their roots in physics. The ecological econophysics outlined in this paper not only considers results labeled as econophysics, but
also other complexity approaches to economics, especially the approach consisting of the generalization of ecological theory to economics. This paper stands on the previous literature on economic complexity, but differs from most of this in its ultimate motivation: while many contributions to economic complexity respond to purely academic interests, seek ways to increase revenues at the stock market or are aimed at the stabilization of the current system with regard to crises, this paper is a step for the development of recipes to transform the system in favor of ecological sustainability, equity and democracy.

There are precedents of research at the interface between complex systems theory and ecological economics, whose motivations might be closer to the present paper’s. Some entrances to different strands of literature are refs. [29–41]. The ways complex systems theory has been used in these sources is remarkably diverse, ranging from the epistemological discussion on complexity as an argument for post-normal science [32] to computer simulations using complex agent-based models [36]. The current manuscript lies at an intermediate point in this range, being mostly heuristic but oriented to quantitative applications. It differs from many of these works because of its orientation to inform degrowth. Besides, a clear singularity of this paper is the focus on the between order and chaos paradigm (see below), along the lines outlined by the author in ref. [31], chap. 6.

A central concept of complex systems theory is self-organization. The meaning given in this context should not be confused with the use of the same expression in reference to grassroots-based social structures without hierarchy. In complex systems theory, self-organization consists of the generation of complexity without following prior designs or templates, whether or not the resulting complex structures involve some kind of hierarchy. A closely related concept is emergent property. This expression is used when a large set of interacting elements self-organizes giving rise to a system whose properties could not be trivially deduced from the nature of the elements and their rules of interaction. For example, recessions have been a recurrent feature of capitalism but there is no trivial way to explain their existence and features based on microeconomics; hence, recessions are an emergent property of capitalism. A key limitation of most utopian thinking to date is that, when considering the interaction among different agents, it has sought to design rules that are fair in themselves, i.e. on a small scale, expecting that they will also lead to a fair society on a larger scale, without studying the emergent properties that might arise out of these rules. Such study was hardly feasible without recent developments in complex systems theory.

The field of study of ecological econophysics as here defined is vast, and it could be approached in many different ways. In particular, this paper takes as its starting point a hypothesis that has received much attention from complexity scientists [24]: that long-lasting complex systems are necessarily poised at some point between order and chaos (BOC)\(^2\). This idea is given a more precise meaning and developed throughout the paper. It is seen by the author as crucial to understand the current economic system and to identify which other imaginable systems would be viable in practice. Degrowth will probably imply major structural changes, so it is essential to understand the limits to the malleability of the economic system’s architecture. The need for a long-lived economic system to stay BOC is probably one basic

\(^2\) In this paper I use the acronym BOC as an adverb replacing the adverbial phrase between order and chaos, except where I refer to BOC as a paradigm.
constraint. Hock’s *chaordism* [42] is based on the same scientific paradigm but I treat it differently; this will be discussed in Section 5.

This paper does not give a finished theory. It is a snapshot of a work in progress with a long way to go. Being addressed to an interdisciplinary audience (but, especially, to scholars working in ecological economics and related disciplines), it contains abundant introductory material on complex systems. Equations have been reduced to a minimum. One of my hopes is to enlist other researchers in the attempt to put econophysics and its sister disciplines at the service of the common good from a degrowth perspective.

Section 2 introduces the BOC paradigm and Section 3 analyzes its applicability to economics. This section presents mostly (but not exclusively) known results, albeit synthesized in a novel way and accompanied by new interpretations and hypotheses. Based on this synthesis, the remaining sections head into areas that are mostly unexplored. Section 4 discusses how an economy BOC will respond to the impact of the environmental limits to growth. Section 5 discusses the normative aspects of the BOC paradigm. Section 6 explores the consequences of the BOC paradigm in regard to constraints and opportunities for the development of environmentally sustainable and socially fair alternatives to the current system, along the lines of degrowth. Section 7 gives some final remarks.

2. Complexity between order and chaos (BOC)

2.1. Scale invariance

Before introducing the concept of BOC, it will be useful to mention an empirical observation about nature: the widespread occurrence of scale-invariant patterns. In a mountain we can distinguish smaller mountains, and in each of them we also find smaller mountains or hills; rivers have smaller tributaries; for each lake and for each island there is some given number of smaller lakes or islands; and similar regularities are observed in the shapes of clouds and coastlines, in the branching patterns of trees and bronchial tubes, and in many other instances. Shapes like these are the object of study of fractal geometry [43]. Often, the proportion between bigger and smaller elements repeats itself once and again, irrespective of how big the bigger element is. Systems displaying these properties are named scale invariant. Note that, in a map of a region that we do not know, it is often difficult to tell the scale if it is not indicated.

Because of their scale invariance, the great majority of lakes or islands are very small, while a few are extremely large. The frequency distribution of their sizes $x$ follows a power law [43]:

$$f(x) = kx^{-\beta},$$

(1)

where $k, \beta$ are constants. This distribution tells us that we will observe a straight line when plotting the number of islands of a given size (or their probability density $f$) against size in a logarithmic scale:

$$\log(f(x)) = \log(k) - \beta \log(x)$$

Of course there are no islands with the size of a molecule or of the whole Earth. Power laws hold between two bounds $x_{\text{min}}$ and $x_{\text{max}}$, which, combined with the exponent $\beta$, define the distribution. The constant
is a function of these three parameters and ensures that the probabilities add up to one between the two bounds (e.g. [44]).

Scale invariance is also found in time, besides space. A distribution close to a power law (Eq. 1) has been observed, for example, in the duration of droughts [45] and in the sizes of many types of catastrophic events, such as earthquakes (Gutenberg-Richter law) [46], landslides [47], storms [45], hurricanes [48] and wildland fires [49].

2.2. Phase transitions

Phase transitions are another essential ingredient for the BOC paradigm. A phase transition is what happens, for example, when a solid becomes fluid or a fluid becomes solid. If the solid is a crystal it is basically ordered, while a fluid is basically chaotic (even though a liquid is not as chaotic as a gas). Magnets give another example. The polarity of a magnet arises because its constituent particles are also polarized and are arranged in an ordered manner. However, if the temperature increases above a critical threshold, particles abandon their ordered arrangement and the piece of metal loses its magnetization [50,51]. In systems undergoing phase transitions, there is no ambiguity in the meaning of *between order and chaos* (BOC): the system is BOC at the critical threshold.

These two cases exemplify two types of phase transition: the switch between a solid and a liquid state is a **1st-order phase transition**, while the magnet displays a **2nd-order phase transition**. The precise difference is not needed at this point\(^3\), but it is important to mention that systems poised at the critical threshold of a 2nd-order transitions display scale invariance. In the case of the magnet, we find regions with different polarities, and the sizes of these regions follow a power law (Eq. 1) [51]. Intuitively, scale-invariance can be seen as a property BOC, because, e.g., a fractal chain of mountains is more ordered than a huge set of rocks spread on the ground, but less ordered than the same set of rocks piled in the form of a giant monolith.

There is much evidence that complex systems, e.g. ecosystems, also display phase transitions [51,52]. This will be exemplified with a simple wildland fire model (similar to ref. [53]), which will be a useful tool

\(^3\) However, for those interested, it comes here [50,51]. To characterize a phase transition from an ordered state such as a solid to a more disordered state such as a fluid, we first need a quantitative parameter that expresses or is closely associated to the degree of order. In the case of a transition from solid to fluid or from fluid to solid, this *order parameter* is the density. Since this phase transition can be induced by cooling down the system, temperature plays the role of a *control parameter*. When a threshold temperature is crossed and the system moves from liquid to solid, it typically displays a discontinuous increase of density. As the relation between control parameter and order parameter displays a discontinuity, this is a **1st-order phase transition**. In the case of the magnet, we are dealing with a piece of metal that has a magnetic field because the polarity of its constituent particles is nonrandom. Here, the order parameter is the degree of magnetization, or, more properly, *density of magnetization*. Again, temperature can act as a control parameter. Above a critical temperature \(T_c\), there is no magnetization. If we cool down the metal, magnetization appears as soon as the temperature crosses this critical value. However, we do not have a jump from zero magnetization to a density of magnetization significantly larger than zero. The more we cool down the system, the larger the density of magnetization, with no discontinuity. In mathematical terms, the relationship between the control parameter and the order parameter is continuous, but \(T_c\) is still special because the relationship between these two parameters is not differentiable at this point. In this case, we have a **2nd-order phase transition**.
reference throughout the paper. Consider a vegetated landscape divided in pixels, with fire in some of the pixels. Each non-burning pixel $i$ has some flammability $p_i$, defined as the probability of burning at time $t+1$ if one of its nearest neighbors is burning at time $t$. In an individual pixel, fire only lasts for one unit of time. Once burnt, $p_i = 0$. Let us start with $p$ being the same for all pixels, or different but arranged at random (more complex situations will be considered in other sections). This simple system displays a 2nd-order phase transition. Above a critical threshold $p_c$ (for the mean $\bar{p}$, i.e. $\bar{p} > p_c$), the system is supercritical and there is a probability larger than zero that a fire starting at one single pixel sustains itself and propagates indefinitely, reaching the borders of the system whatever its size. At the subcritical state ($\bar{p} < p_c$), fires are small and the probability of an indefinitely self-sustaining fire is zero. At criticality ($\bar{p} = p_c$), fire sizes are scale-invariant, displaying a power-law distribution (Eq. 1).

2.3. Information processing BOC

It has been suggested that self-organized systems can only develop the capacity of complex information processing (in particular, universal computation) if they are poised between order and chaos (BOC) [24,54–56]. This statement is not, in itself, very informative, because perfect order and perfect chaos are just idealizations, so virtually everything is between order and chaos, whether or not it is a complex system. However, this notion emerged in the context of phase transition theory, where BOC has a well-defined meaning, as shown in Section 2.2. Rather than between order and chaos, pioneering authors such as Packard [54] and Langton [55] used the narrower expression at the edge of chaos, because there is a well defined edge if you have a phase transition. These authors were not particularly interested in ice or magnets: they worked with a huge family of simulated complex systems that did not pretend to recreate any real-world process in particular, but could bear some similarity with many of them. Langton [55] found evidence of a phase transition separating ordered from chaotic systems, with some in-between systems qualifying for complex information processing.

The actual presence of a phase transition is not a sine qua non condition to benefit from the insights of the BOC paradigm. In this paper, we will define a system BOC as any system displaying properties that are characteristic of phase transitions, regardless of whether or not the system is actually poised at a critical threshold. The most apparent of these properties is scale invariance, but it does not suffice for a system to qualify as being BOC. For example, the shells of some of the later species of an extinct group of mollusks known as ammonites displayed fractal patterns (figure 330 in [57], p. 455). Once the shell was formed, the doses of order and disorder in its shape were frozen. Their fossils are still fractal but, of course, they cannot compute. We will not consider that a scale-invariant system is BOC if it does not evolve.

There are several features of the critical point of a phase transition (especially, of the 2nd-order type) that are useful for complex information processing:

1. The combination of solid features needed for memory with fluid features needed for the modification and transmission of information [55].

2. Scale-invariance, implying correlations at all scales of space and time, thus giving choice for computations of any duration, with information stored at any length, involving communication at
any distance, requiring any level of computation resources, and having any level of impact on other computations [55].

3. The extremely long time needed to reach a steady state, if it is ever reached (critical slowing-down). Such never-ending transients can embed algorithms for which it is not possible to predict whether they will ever halt4 [55].

4. Their component of unpredictability. While total unpredictability is incompatible with information processing, some dose is useful for exploration and innovation. When an optimization problem is intractable for deterministic algorithms, it can often be handled using the algorithm known as simulated annealing [58], which imitates a phase transition and, crucially, makes use of random fluctuations.

Neurobiological [59,60] and cognitive [61] processes seem to display scale invariance5, and there is some additional evidence that brains are fine-tuned to the critical point of a phase transition [60,63]. Social science also offers a striking example of computation BOC, even though it’s not human social science but ants’ social science. Studies with the genus Leptothorax suggest that colonies display a phase transition between ordered and chaotic functioning at a critical density, which appears to be close to the usual density in nature. At this critical point, the colony acquires capacity for universal computation [64]. Casual observation of ant behavior suggests that random-like, chaotic exploration is essential for the search of food, which, once found, is managed in a rather ordered cooperative manner.

2.4. Persistence BOC

Not only too ordered systems are unable to compute, but, in some cases, they are also unstable, or brittle as Costanza and Patten [29] put it. An animal can compute because of its brain, which seems to function BOC, as might also be the case for the immune system. However, as a whole, an animal is extremely ordered. Here the order takes the form of distribution of tasks. The parts of an animal body are heavily specialized in different functions, which makes them interdependent. As a result, the effects of a local fluctuation, such as e.g. a cut in a vein, can propagate throughout the system and cause the animal to die. It is the continuous production of security copies what allows organisms to increase their order beyond any critical limit without endangering the evolution of life. Their ordered patterns could not be upscaled to the whole biosphere. Gaia [65] can be a living system, but it does not compare to an individual organism (especially, of the animal kingdom). Its name of goddess can be considered sensible in that it could not exist without a different (less ordered) structure that makes it potentially immortal.

---

4 Together with items 1-2, item 3 was put forward by Langton [55] as a condition for universal computation. An extremely long relaxation time is precisely the opposite of the general equilibrium assumption of mainstream economics. Assuming general equilibrium is tantamount to assuming that the market does not have the capacity of universal computation.

5 Ref. [60] gives much evidence in support of this point, but also mentions the results in [62], which might seem to contradict it. However, these results are based on plots of cumulative probabilities $P(X > x)$. For a power law of parameters $\beta$, $x_{\text{min}}$ and $x_{\text{max}}$, this function has the form $P(X > x) = \frac{x^{-\beta+1} - x_{\text{max}}^{-\beta+1}}{(x_{\text{min}}^{-\beta+1} - x_{\text{max}}^{-\beta+1})}$, which, for finite $x_{\text{max}}$, does not correspond to a straight line in a log-log plot as assumed in [62].
The persistence of Gaia not only needs multiplicity of individual organisms, but also diversity. Otherwise, environmental fluctuations would affect them all in the same way (there is a rich literature about diversity and stability [66]). The set of the abundances of the species in a community follows a power law distribution or nearly so [67]. Therefore, a few species are very abundant and many species are very rare. Most of the latter play a marginal role in the system: probably, many would have no room if the ecosystem were as orderly optimized as an individual organism. However, they are needed for the long term persistence of the system, because they are candidates to replace the dominant species when these are hit by adverse environmental changes [68]. It is well known that biological evolution needs injections of chaos in the form of mutations and recombination; it might also need some degree of survival of the unfit if life is to be able to adapt quickly to unpredictable changes. A completely ordered structure with organisms perfectly adapted to each other would not last for long.

The model wildland in Section 2.2 is also brittle above the critical threshold, where it can be swept away by one single fire event.

2.5. What drives systems BOC

If nervous or immune systems function BOC this is probably because they are biologically programmed to do so. However such genetic programs are a feature of highly ordered organisms, which are individually unstable and are themselves the result of an evolutionary process which, probably, could only take place BOC. There also have to be spontaneous processes leading systems BOC. We already know some of them.

Any mechanism favoring a continuous increase in order can lead the system BOC if there is a critical degree of order that cannot be crossed because the system becomes too brittle when approaching it. This is the essence of the phenomenon known as self-organized criticality (SOC) [69–71]. For SOC to take place, this brittleness should materialize in the form of destructive events that are quick as compared to the process of increasing order. The notion of SOC also applies to quantities that cannot be identified with order but that display a similar dynamics. SOC has been suggested [70,71] for the many types of catastrophic events displaying power laws, such as wildland fire (Section 2.1).

Let us introduce some more dynamics to the wildland fire model in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 (model in ref. [72], related to those in refs. [73,74]). Let us initiate fires at random, in the form of lightning every now and then, and let vegetation recover slowly after the fire. If, after full recovery, individual pixels stay below the threshold $p_c$, the system will remain subcritical and fires will be negligible. However, even if individual pixels can attain $p > p_c$, the mean $\overline{p}$ will not: the critical threshold is an emergent barrier. The large fires propagating as $\overline{p}$ approaches $p_c$ will keep the system confined below this barrier. This gives a first image of the reason why, even though approximate scale invariance only arises for a small range of the possible values of $\overline{p}$, a system can get trapped in this range: hence the denomination self-organized criticality. However, things are more complex even for this simple model. Once the system has approached $p_c$, the set of fractal fires gives rise to a fractal pattern of heterogeneous $p$, with some finite regions above criticality (brittle like individual organisms within the biosphere) and others below (those recently burnt). The average flammability is now self-regulated well below the critical point. However, the range of $\overline{p}$ BOC, in which approximate scale invariance arises, is no longer restricted
to a narrow band below $p_c$: now it is much broader and includes the value of $\bar{p}$ to which the system is attracted [72]. At this stage, the system is sensitive to external factors such as weather and climate and responds in ways that can be considered adaptive [72]. Some terrestrial ecosystems do not display SOC [75], but this could be the mechanism underlying the power law or power-law-like fire size distribution in other cases [72].

Chain reactions are also essential in processes other than catastrophic events. Biological reproduction is also a chain reaction. Imagine that reproduction events were completely random and independent, and that there were no upper bound to population. Then, the total offspring of an individual (including children of children of children...) would display a 2nd-order phase transition, in which the mean reproduction rate would be the control parameter. The critical point would correspond to the replacement rate. Above criticality, there would be a non-zero probability of an infinite offspring, while, below criticality, the probability would be zero. At criticality, the offspring of each individual would follow a power law distribution [76]. Since biological populations are often regulated around the replacement rate, this could be seen as a trivial mechanism for criticality. However, regulation is not compatible with random reproduction events, which are a premise for the phase transition. Therefore, the criticality approach will be useful when there is regulation but it is weak. For example, species sharing their ecological niche with many other species will display a critical dynamics ([31], p. 252-254); this is similar to the mechanism for scale-invariant spatial patterns known as robust criticality [77]). Many ecologists are puzzled by simulations showing that neutral sets of ecologically identical species display realistic patterns [78]. The resulting distribution of species abundances is close to a power law with $\beta = 1$, which, as mentioned, is realistic [67]. However, this is exactly the same distribution that we would expect in the opposite situation, if each species’ abundance fitted a distinct niche resulting from an extremely complex set of ecological interactions [79]. Probably, the reality is in between. This is an instance in which a critical process (neutral dynamics) gives a scale-invariant template that can embed information (niches) without altering its shape.

3. Economies between order and chaos

3.1. Is the current economic system BOC?

The synthesis of observations and arguments in Section 2 strongly suggest that long-lasting complex systems can only function BOC. This is in itself a reason to expect that capitalism also does. Here, I put forward a set of symptoms that collectively suggest that this is the case. This does not mean that each specific symptom or this specific system should be considered unavoidable or legitimate. Desirability and the possibility of avoidance are treated in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

A centrally planned system would be suspect of being on the order side. Whether or not this is necessarily so will be discussed in Section 3.3, but it is not the case of capitalism. Certainly, major corporations and people in the Forbes list are extremely powerful and can exert some planning on the global functioning of the system, but both sets display scale invariance [80], suggesting a functioning BOC rather than either order or chaos.
The sizes of large firms follow a power law distribution (Eq. 1) with an exponent $\beta \approx 2$, according to analyses of large datasets from several countries [81]. Apparently, the first power-law distribution in the literature was described by Pareto in 1897 [82] in the personal income data of several countries. He found exponents $\beta$ between 2 and 3. The so-called Pareto law has also been found to hold for more recent data of personal income and wealth in several countries, but it is generally restricted to the upper end of the distribution [83]. In the U.S. it was found to hold only for the richest 3 % of the population. However, this represented 20 % of the total income in 2000 (with large interannual fluctuations) [83], and indeed, corresponds to the ruling class performing the key economic information processing. Whether the breakage of the power law at lower income is inherent to the market or is a result of non-market social regulation merits more study.

The power law covers a much broader range when considering the whole world instead of single countries. From the data in [20], it is easy to show that, on a global scale, per capita consumption follows a power law with $\beta \approx 1.4$ for 60-70% of the world’s population. However, it is difficult to separate the signature of market dynamics from institutional factors and the colonial heritage.

Scale invariance is also observed, for example, in the size distribution [85] and many other features [37] of cities, in communication networks [86] and in financial networks [87].

These are not frozen fractals like the shell of the ammonite in Section 2.3. Dynamism and sources of uncertainty are ubiquitous in the economic system. Bauman [88] describes in much detail the ways in which and intensity with which collective dynamism and unpredictability are felt at the level of individual lives. Furthermore, scale invariance has also been found in economic fluctuations. Mandelbrot [89] first observed this property in the changes in the price of cotton. In this case it is difficult to disentangle the effects of weather from the endogenous dynamics, but this effect has also been observed in other types of financial fluctuations (e.g. [80,90]). Recently, the author also found a power law in the size distribution of GDP contractions [44], as previously suggested in [91].

### 3.2. What drives the economic system BOC

Edward [20] integrated information from most countries to estimate the deciles of the global distribution of individual consumption, in 1993 and 2001, in 2002 U.S. dollars at purchasing parity power rates. Having these deciles is equivalent to having the frequency distribution summarized in 10 bins with irregular size but equal probabilities. I examined Edward’s results for 2001 (table 7 in his paper) and I observed that the deciles from 4th to 9th (corresponding to a cumulative probability from 0.3 to 0.9, i.e. 60% of the population) are well fitted by a power law with $\beta \approx 1.4$. These bins cover the range from $626 to $6,931. This distribution could well extend to larger values, but we cannot tell where the power law will bend, because, above $6,931, the table gives one single aggregate probability. If it ends with a sharp cutoff, the power law will also apply to most of the last decile, thus covering $\approx 70\%$ of the world’s population. Note that, apparently, these consumption data are restricted to market transactions, but other less visible economic activities are also important [84], especially at the lower end of the distribution.

However, this observation results from putting together a broad sample of time series that did not include only capitalist economies.
3.2.1. Random growth

Many of the attempts to explain scale invariance in firm sizes are based on constrained random growth models, similar to the neutral ecological model in Section 2.5. However, in that model, the fluctuations in a species are dampened by averaging out the fluctuations in each of its individuals, which gives more stability to more abundant species. In contrast, some studies suggest that the variability in the rate of change of firm size is size-independent (Gibrat’s law) [81,92], which would make us think that firms do not benefit from averaging effects. Therefore, firms would generally sustain high degrees of internal order (specialization or uniformity), in spite of the risk of putting all eggs in the same basket. Different baskets do exist, but in the form of separate firms, and, according to these results, it would be investors rather than firms who would benefit, by diversifying their portfolios. While the neutral ecological model gives a power law abundance distribution (Eq. 1) with $\beta = 1$, from Gibrat’s law we would expect $\beta = 2$, which corresponds closely [81] to the empirical observations. Other studies suggest a slight decrease of volatility in larger firms [93], using, however, data whose representativity has been questioned [80].

A problem with simple random growth models is that they assume that the series of growth rates of a firm through time is uncorrelated. This is not realistic [94], which is not surprising because most firms have material and intangible assets with long durations. A likely outcome is a correlated random walk, but the correlations do not have to impinge much on the observed size distribution provided that we still have a random walk. Arguably, a more important point is that it is not clear that, when the set of firms is disaggregated into different sectors, the individual distributions are as broad as the global distribution [95]. This would suggest that what ecologists call niche structure also plays an important role.

Indeed, as in ecosystems, firms’ random walks must be only partially random and set the basis for a kind of natural selection, as recognized by evolutionary economics\(^8\). In the economic case, there is also a strong Lamarckian component, which is the intentional innovation to increase performance, but the last word is still for natural selection (or whichever expression we wish to use in this nonnatural but also unplanned context). The action of natural selection corresponds to what Schumpeter [98] called creative destruction. However, firms do not compare to species or genotypes: they are in between species or genotypes and individual organisms. They are like species or genotypes in that they can contract and grow without well-defined bounds and in that they evolve, but are like individuals in their internal coherence. Sets of firms performing a similar activity can be said to occupy the same niche\(^9\). The subsets that, in addition, perform these activities in a similar way, compare to species. If firms were individually regulated around a relatively fix niche size, we would have a monopolistic economy (the results in [79] would suggest $\beta \approx 1$ rather than $\beta \approx 2$ in this case). The fact of following a power law distribution still implies that a small proportion of firms will account for most of the market share, but these are likely to correspond to oligopoles more often than monopoles. A monopolistic system would be more ordered and probably brittler.

---

\(^8\) See Safarzyńska et al. [96] about the application of evolutionary economics to sustainability issues, and, related to this, ref. [97], which is one of the few sources in ecological economics that takes into account models related to the BOC paradigm.

\(^9\) Niche as this term is traditionally used in ecology, not in the sense that it is given in recent transition studies [96].
Similarly to the case of firms, most models of the power-law distribution for personal income and wealth are based on random growth processes [99–101]. However, a role for someway predefined economic roles, especially within firms, is likely.

3.2.2. Self-organized criticality

Self-organized criticality (SOC) has been described in Section 2.5. This BOC mechanism has been put forward as an explanation for scale-invariance where catastrophic events are involved, such as earthquakes and wildland fires [70,71]. Some simple economic models displaying SOC have also been developed [102–106]. It is an interesting candidate as a basis for a theory of recessions. Ormerod and Mounfield [91] suggested that economic contractions follow a power law, and this has been confirmed in a recent analysis by the author [44].

In principle, the ingredients for SOC to develop are these (see e.g. [71]):

1. The system should be made up of units that can suffer some kind of sudden breakdown.
2. There should be chain reactions of such breakdown events, following relatively predefined paths.
3. While unaffected by any such chain reaction, the individual units should have a tendency to increase their vulnerability, crossing at some point from below to above a given critical level.
4. The time that it takes for a newborn or recovered unit to cross the critical level should be, on average, much longer than the duration of a chain reaction.

Let us examine each of these assumptions in turn (I did this more briefly in the Discussion in [44]). We will assume that the relevant units are firms.

1. The empirical distributions of growth rates of firms, which are the basis of the models in Section 3.2.1., are quite symmetric in time. However, these analyses do not include firm failure or bankruptcy. This can be seen as a sudden breakdown. Bankruptcies have been found to affect firms of all sizes [107]. SOC dynamics based, for example, on chains of failures, would be compatible with the random growth dynamics in Section 3.2.1.

2. There are several ways in which fluctuations can propagate in an economy:

   • The failure of a single firm can be in itself an instance of chain reaction. Just like the malfunction of a single organ can cause the death of an animal, the failure of a firm can begin as a small fluctuation in one of its departments or branches or at the management board.

   • Sets of firms can be interdependent. There is some dependence when a firm regularly buys a large fraction of the production of another firm, or regularly provides a large fraction of the supplies needed by another firm (or it can be indirect, e.g. when many of the customers of a business work in a local firm). The supplier-customer dependence becomes stronger when it involves trade credit. Marx [108] interpreted recessions as chains of failures of interlinked companies, and emphasized the role of trade credit. Recently, there has been a renewed
interest in chains of failures caused by trade credit, and these have been simulated with agent-based models \cite{109,110}. A study \cite{111} observed a higher-than-random coincidence of bankruptcy in firms with a strong customer-supplier link.

- In addition to trade credit, all other types of credit links can result into propagation of fluctuations. The case of bank networks is also attracting much interest \cite{112}.

- Some products are inputs for the production or complements for the use of other products. When a product is removed from the market, e.g. because of a technological innovation, others follow suit. A recent study \cite{113} found that this effect is quantitatively important. Often, such chains from product to product will also represent chains from firm to firm.

- Rumors propagate and so does mood, largely from person to person \cite{114}, and can have a huge economic impact \cite{115}.

- Economic tensions can translate to social and political tensions with much economic impact, especially in the case of armed conflicts.

In the second to fourth case, failure in a fragment of the economic system is a direct cause for failure in another similar fragment of the economic system. This is the kind of reaction that is contemplated in SOC models. The first case is analogous. It is not so obvious how the last two processes could result into or contribute to SOC (even though SOC has been claimed both for influences among investors \cite{116} and for wars \cite{117}). In case of SOC, the sizes of the chain reactions should follow a power law distribution. In a country, there could be many such reactions taking place simultaneously, but only a few would be large enough to have a discernible impact on GDP, in the form of a recession. Fujiwara et al. \cite{111} plotted the size distribution of the number of firms with strong customer-supplier links that became bankrupt in the same period in Japan, as a proxy for the size distribution of the sizes of bankruptcy chains. The sizes that they observed are mostly small and do not correspond to a power law\textsuperscript{10}. However, the interpretation that should be given to this result is not clear, because (1) they had to use stringent criteria to avoid false positives, but this surely produced many false negatives, since smaller shocks can suffice to cause the bankruptcy of a company if this was already in a fragile situation, and (2) their study spans one year, but chains of bankruptcies can last longer \cite{118}. There is, though, another reason to question that economic chain reactions can result into SOC: that, besides unit-to-unit transmission, there is also transmission via macroeconomic variables (inflation, interest rates, etc., which are in fact the only variables contemplated by mainstream economists). If we are to attribute recessions to SOC, the relative importance of the first type of transmission should be larger, but it is not clear that this is the case.

\textsuperscript{10} Note added in proof: A more detailed analysis reveals that they are in fact well-fitted by a power law. The reason for the small sizes is not the type of distribution, but the large exponent, $\beta \approx 4$. However, the main implication remains: this distribution is not indicative of SOC. In principle, SOC needs $\beta \leq 2$, because only in this case is the mean of Equation 1 infinite, allowing for indefinitely large sizes at criticality. This evidence, therefore, can indicate absence of SOC or underestimation of avalanche size as stated below. An additional hypothesis is that, similarly to \cite{72}, $\beta$ changes in time and that year’s macroeconomic context was especially benign.
3. A trend of increasing vulnerability will result if, in the periods between downturns, concentration tendsto increase, either because of large companies outcompeting the smaller ones, or because of mergers and acquisitions. As a result, a larger fraction of the economy would become susceptible to fall down simultaneously, when a big company fails. This possibility was contemplated in Schumpeter’s [98] theory of recessions, but needs more study. Regarding transmission from firm to firm, there are several ways in which firms could become more susceptible in periods of stability:

- Increase in the number of connections (observed in bank networks [112,119]).
- Increase in specialization, similarly to individual organisms in the context of the biosphere according to the view expressed in Section 2.4. Based on Ricardo’s view, a classical argument used in favor of free trade is the expected increase in specialization according to comparative advantages. Critics, such as ecological economist Herman Daly [120], have pointed out that this carries with it an increase in vulnerability.
- Increasing leverage, as pointed out by Minsky [121]. Minsky’s model of recessions was framed in terms of macroeconomic variables, which gave rise to a periodic cycle. However, it can be re-framed in terms of microscopic interactions.
- Stretched budgets, for example because of saturation of the firm’s niche in the market (related to the accumulation of capital discussed by Marx [108]), or because of products or means of production that have become obsolete as compared to their competitors’ (in this case, crises perform a natural-selection-like role, representing 

4. The systematic asymmetry between the duration of constructive and destructive processes is perhaps the condition for SOC having the least empirical support. Indeed, constructive processes need time while destruction can be quick ([31] p. 102-104) and so is on some occasions, but destruction can also be slow. GDP time series do not display any clear asymmetry in increases and decreases of GDP (but changes in GDP are a poor indicator of structures being lost or generated). Generation of jobs is generally slower than their destruction [122], but the difference is too small to talk of separation of time scales. Gabaix [123] showed that many macroeconomic fluctuations result from fluctuations in large firms, but these include both increases and decreases in activity, with no apparent asymmetry; moreover, none of the examples that he examined in more detail involved the failure of the firm causing the fluctuation. In regard to avalanches of bankruptcies
propagating from firm to firm, the study in [118] showed that they can last several years. SOC is still possible if the birth or recovery of firms is slow enough to prevent a large chain reaction lasting indefinitely thanks to these firms replacing the failed firms, but we do not know if this is the case. That said, sudden destruction certainly exists and plays an important role in economies. Some recessions have a well defined starting point in the form of a stock market crash. In this case, there is a separation of time scales between an event that instantly causes a subtle but devastating disruption in the organization of the economic fabric, and a recovery that needs years. Time scale separation also seems to hold in the case of wars. However, as mentioned above, it is not clear that these processes correspond to SOC (some exogenous events such as earthquakes or hurricanes also cause instantaneous destruction, but these certainly do not result from SOC in economies).

Putting all of the evidence together, economic dynamics are not especially likely to display SOC, but seem to display many similarities to SOC. The mechanism in Sect. 3.2.1. appears more likely and also gives rise to scale invariance in economic structures, which has a direct translation to macroeconomic fluctuations, as noted in [123]. Intertwined with this process, there is the transmission of economic fluctuations from firm to firm. Probably, firms that have enjoyed a long time of stability become more vulnerable to such economic fluctuations, which can thus result into information processing in the vein of creative destruction (being clear that this selective mechanism will also remove firms with properties that many economists would consider positive because they increase efficiency, such as excess specialization). This propagation is probably too slow to give rise to SOC, but it might result into a dynamic that compares to the model in [124], which is also a dynamic BOC, gives a macroscopic outcome with similarities to SOC, and was initially interpreted as SOC [124] (this interpretation was refuted in [74]). These gradual constructive and destructive processes are punctuated by events of quick destruction. These are the type of events that we would expect from SOC, but it is not clear that they actually result from SOC. The magnitudes of quick destruction events depend on the size distribution of economic structures, which is scale invariant, probably because of the types of mechanisms mentioned above, which are BOC but not SOC. One of the joint results of all of these mechanisms and, probably, others that we ignore, is the scale invariance that is observed in recession sizes [44].

3.3. Past economic systems

On first inspection, the history of western countries from the Middle Ages to present seems to be one of an increasing fluidification of the economy, moving from the old regime to capitalism and, within capitalism, from modernism to postmodernism, or from solid modernism to liquid modernism in the terms of Bauman [88]. I have argued that the present system displays symptoms of being BOC and that this might be unavoidable. Then how comes that we have previously stayed so long in seemingly more ordered states?

A system BOC can and typically does have parts that are above criticality, such as flammable clusters in the wildland fire model in Section 2.5, individual organisms in the biosphere (Section 2.4) or firms in an economy (Section 3.2.2.). In Medieval Europe, economic agents seem to have lived in a more ordered context, with urban firms organized in guilds and rural workers tied by feudal links. However, these medium-level ordered structures could well be embedded in a system that was BOC at a larger level.
Kingdoms and other political structures displayed a strong and largely unpredictable dynamism, with dynastic unions and separations, wars, expansions and collapses. At least in the case of contemporary wars (19th-20th centuries), a power law distribution has been found in the number of casualties [117], which supports the BOC hypothesis. Therefore, western history would not be one of a transition from order to fluidity, but rather the history of a system that has remained BOC all the time, but that included ordered structures that have progressively dissolved and entered the BOC dynamics, being replaced by lower-level ordered structures, such as firms. Some of these lower-level structures have grown larger than the formerly existing medium-level structures. Furthermore, any description of the system as being in a solid or a fluid state or in between is just partial, because, superimposed to the features belonging to any of these states, there could be an accelerating process of modification of the very nature of the system, whose direction is difficult to anticipate. This contributes to the liquid perceptions highlighted by Bauman [88].

A special case is that of real socialism. For most of the 20th century, a major fraction of the world had an economic system that was apparently more ordered than capitalism. There was a strong functional specialization. Of course many low-level decisions were not taken by central planners, but these had much weight. It is tempting to compare the Soviet Union or the whole socialist block to an individual organism as described in Section 2.4. An individual animal is not BOC as a whole, but has a huge capacity of computation, because of its brain, which seems to be BOC (Section 2.3). The same holds for the set of brains of Soviet central planners, as for those of any human being. Animals can live for a while, as the USSR did. However, animals are brittle and are damned to suffer a fluctuation spanning the whole system the sooner or the later. This is reminiscent of the collapse of the Soviet Union[11]. However, we cannot be sure that this comparison is appropriate, because we still do not have the quantitative tools to tell if an economic structure is really supercritical, and one single collapse is a poor statistical sample, let alone if it takes place under the pressure of a powerful enemy.

Besides the possible threat of collapse, the high order of the USSR’s central planning system seems to have carried another problem. The first planners had some definite purposes that were backed by a large fraction of the population: they arrived there in the first place because of a revolution, which is largely a bottom-up mechanism of decision. However, once top-down planning was established, there was no mechanism to avoid planners drifting away from their original purposes. What was expected to maintain the ultimate goals of socialism was not redundancy and active information processing from the bottom up, but only information storage or memory in the central planning organs. All memories fade the sooner or the later. Many interpret that Soviet planners soon drifted away from their stated goals. The possibility of alternatives to capitalism and feudalism free from these two problems will be discussed in Section 6.

4. Interactions with the environment and limits to growth

4.1. Relevance of environmental constraints

---

11 Bak [70] mentioned the collapse of the USSR as an instance of supercritical fluctuation, without more details.
Section 3.2 discussed possible endogenous bases for economic functioning and fluctuations, but environmental factors also play a role. This is well known in the case of preindustrial economies. There has been some discussion whether the recessions of early industrialization were also driven by atmospheric fluctuations, via agricultural prices [125]. Keynes [115] thought that, to a large extent, they were. Marx [108] considered this triggering factor, among others. In principle, contemporary industrial and financial crises cannot be attributed to weather or climate, but these factors still have much economic impact at the lower end of the world income distribution. The food price spikes of 2008 and 2010 were triggered by extreme droughts [126], in combination with other factors, and increased the number of undernourished people in the hundreds of millions [127]. The increased frequency of extreme atmospheric events like these can be attributed to anthropogenic climate change [128,129].

In high income countries, the economic impacts of climate change and other forms of environmental degradation are largely offset in ways that are intensive in energy\(^{12}\) use, but their current sources of energy are vulnerable and unsustainable [131]. Oil supply disruptions have been a significant cause of recessions [132]. Even the IMF, which has been systematically ignoring natural resources and the environment, is now recognizing that peak oil could pose a major threat to economic growth [133]. If future energy shortages reach high income countries, these will also become more vulnerable to all other environmental pressures (such as climate change, regional water scarcity, ecosystem degradation, soil erosion, and pollution, in addition to the increasing energy cost of obtaining minerals as these become scarce).

When considering all the problem of dwindling resources and environmental degradation, mainstream economists have generally taken for granted that economic growth will continue unabated, thanks to technological innovation. Growth models include a generic rate of technological progress that would be able to sustain growth indefinitely [22]. In contrast to ecological economics [1], mainstream economics does not concede much importance to any of the specific challenges that this technological progress is expected to address. In Section 2.3 I refer generically to the capacities of innovation and adaptation presented by systems BOC, but it would be erroneous to use econophysical arguments to support standard growth models.

Econophysics is an extension of statistical physics, which is based on the fact that, because of statistical effects, the details of a system may be irrelevant if there are many degrees of freedom involved. For example, for most applications, a few state variables like temperature and pressure exempt us from the impossible task of quantifying the positions and velocities of each of the molecules in a gas. The parameters of, say, the income distribution (Section 3.2.1.), compare to these state variables and are useful when there are many agents involved. Crucially, the number of degrees of freedom has to be large, above some amount known as the thermodynamic limit [134]. Below this limit, averages cannot replace the consideration of specific elements when predicting the dynamics of the system. In the case of energy supply, the possible sources are just a handful. Finding even one single unsuspected source of energy is very unlikely. The increase in the efficiency of technologies, including energy capture, has

\(^{12}\) In this text, energy is given the conventional meaning given to the word in economics, which is expressed more rigorously with the term exergy [130].
been found to follow predictable rules [135], which probably result from the fact that the set of all small improvements in a given technology throughout its history does constitute a large number. However, not only discoveries of new energy sources but also major breakthroughs in the ways to take advantage of known sources are probably rare enough to lie below the thermodynamic limit. Therefore, in this case, expert assessment based on knowledge of energy physics, engineering and geology should be much more informative than any general rule of innovation. Ironically, mainstream economics combines extreme technological optimism as an argument for the irrelevance of a sustainable use of resources with the advice of balanced government budgets when measured in terms of money, even though the possible sources of income for a single country are effectively open-ended, while this is not the case of the possible sources of, for example, energy for humanity.

In general, a positive relationship between GDP and energy consumption has been found [136]. Even if it is to become ever possible to decouple GDP from natural resource use, with the first increasing and the second declining, this will not necessarily avoid a decline in welfare. Many basic needs have a material nature. Insofar as there is a power-law-like income distribution (let alone if compounded with other inequalities, such as those associated to gender within households), basic needs will have to compete for the increasingly limited resources with luxury demands that contribute much less to wellbeing. This trade-off is already apparent in the conflict between biofuel and food [137].

4.2. BOC systems beyond the limits to growth

Knowing whether the throughput of an economy has reached an unsustainable level is not enough to know how the system will react. For example, the peak oil literature offers, intertwined, several different images of the future oil history. The typical illustration of peak oil portrays a stylized curve of oil extraction that gradually climbs, reaches a maximum, and then declines smoothly, the increase and the decrease being symmetric [138]. A similar image would be obtained from a general equilibrium model with limits to growth, as will be shown in a forthcoming paper. However, this image is often accompanied by discussions on the possibility of collapse at some point of the curve, in the tradition of Meadows et al.’s Limits to Growth [139]. Some authors also think that the current economic recession could be a symptom of peak oil [140], and other recessions with the same cause could come in the future. This leaves us at least with three possible scenarios: smooth decline, collapse and succession of crises.

Let us use the wildland fire model in Section 2.5 to explore the plausibility of these patterns of response in a BOC context. In this model, the flammability of each pixel is a function of the amount of fuel. However, in the real world, weather and climate also affect flammability. Ref. [72] introduced these factors in a simple way. The flammability \( p_i \) of pixel \( i \) was considered to be the sum of an internal component (fuel, resulting from the system’s dynamics as described in Section 2.5) and an environmental component. The environmental component was assumed equal for all pixels. It could fluctuate either more quickly than fuel accrues, simulating weather, or more slowly, simulating long-term climate.

In Section 2.5 we considered two cases: either the flammability of individual pixels never reaches the critical threshold and the whole system remains subcritical, or they do and the system develops self-organized criticality (SOC), which is a state BOC. When adding weather, the response is different in each case [72]. In the first, there is almost no response unless the system approaches the critical
threshold. If the threshold is crossed, the system becomes supercritical and there is the risk of a giant fire spanning the whole system, which corresponds to a collapse scenario. In the state BOC, the response is more gradual. In this case, as mentioned in Section 2.5, the system displays fire events of all sizes, following a power law distribution (Eq. 1). If the weather becomes more fire-prone, the mean fire size increases but it still follows a power law: the exponent $\beta$ decreases, thus increasing the proportion of larger fires, and the maximum fire size $x_{\text{max}}$ increases. A large and quick change carrying our model system beyond criticality would still produce collapse, but, if the environmental change is gradual, the increased fire activity removes and rearranges fuel, thus keeping the system below the critical threshold [72]. This is a way in which the system processes information and prevents collapse.

The predicted pattern of response of the power law parameters to weather has been clearly observed in empirical data of boreal forest fires [72]. It has been observed that tropical cyclones also display a power law distribution and that increases in sea surface temperature cause the upper bound $x_{\text{max}}$ to increase, while a possible response of $\beta$ was not clear in this case [48]. These results are interesting for future economies in two ways. First, when referring to the own contexts in which they were obtained, they give us a more precise portray of what is meant by increasing frequency of extreme events caused by climate change. More important in our context, they give clues of the own response of the economic system to environmental pressures.

According to Section 3.2.2., it is far from evident that the economic system is an instance of SOC. However, in the wildland fire model, the power law fire size distribution and its response to environmental pressures is a reflection of the scale-invariant spatial arrangement of fuel, whether or not this has originated because of SOC. Whatever the reason, the economic system does display scale invariance (Section 3). Its scale-invariant granularity has a strong incidence on macroeconomic fluctuations, as shown in [123]. Its modularity (i.e. the tendency for interacting grains to be grouped in clusters) also seems to play a major role [112]. Therefore, it is plausible that economies respond to environmental pressures by increasing the intensity of recessions in a way similar to the model. If this is the case, there will be recessions of many different sizes with or without environmental pressure, but an increasing pressure will translate to an increasing proportion of large recessions and an increasing size of the largest possible recession. This scenario of economic decline reminds a mathematical figure known as Devil’s staircase: a staircase with steps of all sizes, displaying scale invariance [43] (in the economy, however, we do not only expect clearcut steps down, but a mixture of these with descending ramps and partial recoveries).

There is indirect evidence of this type of response in precapitalist societies. When studying several centuries of European history, a statistical association was found between climate adverse to agriculture and increasing fatalities due to wars, in addition to famine and epidemics [141]. A power law distribution of the number of casualties has been observed in contemporary wars [117]. The simplest hypothesis combining both observations is that war size follows a power law whose parameters change as a function of environmental pressure, similarly to forest fires (it should be clear that this does not deny the added impact of purely social factors on these parameters, or even the possible existence of societies whose repertoire of responses does not include warfare: such societies simply do not contribute to the data on war casualties analyzed in [117,141]).
Looking into the future, the transmission of the impact of oil scarcity from one economic sector to another has been recently modeled by Kerschner et al. [142], and there is some econometric information available on the consequences of past oil shortages for different sectors [143]. A more detailed impact map, e.g. considering individual firms, is not feasible, but its statistical properties can be investigated and, probably, will be as described above.

It is noteworthy that the 2008 financial and economic crisis broke out when oil price was hitting a historical maximum. There has been some discussion about a possible causal link [12,140,144], but this possibility is not considered by most economists, who focus their attention on other factors. There can be little doubt of the key role of factors such as the real state bubble, subprime mortgages, the fragile network of asset-backed securities, the huge leverage of the shadow banking system, and the inability of countries to perform monetary policies within the Euro area [145]. However, what happens in models BOC such as the wildland fire model is that, under environmental pressure, the first parts of the system to fall are those that were already fragile. Because of environmental pressure, these parts become more likely to fall and carry with them a larger fraction of the system. Whether or not oil supply limitations actually played this role in 2008 can only be found out from more research. Meanwhile, we cannot tell for sure whether the current crisis is already one step down in the Devil’s staircase beyond the limits to growth.

There is another phenomenon, unrelated to the processes operating in the SOC fire model, that also contributes to enhanced economic fluctuations under resource scarcity. Peak oil theory assumes that, as scarcity increases, oil supply relies increasingly on resources whose extraction is costly for geological reasons [138,146,147]. It can be added that it also relies increasingly on areas that are unreliable geopolitically (from the point of view of consumer countries and transnational corporations). The oil crises of the 70s and the 80s took place after the U.S. had passed through peak oil and the west had become dependent on OPEC countries. In 2011 the IEA [148] estimated that, just to replace depleting fields and keep current oil consumption levels up to 2035, an additional capacity equivalent to twice the current OPEC Middle East rate of extraction would be needed (and more capacity if consumption is to grow). This agency hoped that this oil would be extracted from a set of sources that are uncertain for several reasons, with the largest share attributed to a country that has been suffering as much instability as Iraq.

The approach outlined in this paper differs in several ways from other approaches to the behavior of the economic system beyond the limits to growth. Like Meadows et al.’s [139] and other models inspired in this pioneer work [151], we overcome the instantaneous relaxation times and the absolute predictability of general equilibrium models, hence allowing for nonlinear behaviors such as recessions and collapse. However, Meadows et al.’s shared with general equilibrium models their focus on macroeconomic variables (both are mean field approaches, in physical terms). Therefore, they did

---

13 Here the IEA uses the term oil aggregating crude oil, unconventional oil, condensates and natural gas liquids such as butane [148]. Regarding conventional crude oil, this institution recognized in 2010 that its rate of extraction probably peaked in 2006 [149]. The projections in the 2013 report differ from previous reports in that it gives much weight to U.S.’s shale oil, but other sources disagree strongly about the prospects for this resource [150], which means that the uncertainty in energy supply remains.
not include granularity and modularity, which set the basis for the notion of a sequence of recessions. Without these features, they had one single large grain that had to fall at once, in the form of collapse.

However, the developments in this work do not allow us to discard the possibility of general collapse, for two reasons. First, that mean field variables can have importance in themselves (not just as a result from the aggregate of microscopic transmission events). Second, that even agent-to-agent transmission can lead to collapse if, for some reason, the system crosses the barrier of criticality, thus becoming supercritical. There are at least two ways in which the last scenario could take place. One is an abrupt environmental change, causing the system to cross at once the distance that separates its current state from the critical point, with no time for any negative feedback to act and carry the system away from this point before crossing it. Since this negative feedback is exercised by the own economic crises or whatever catastrophic event, there is also a second possibility: that nothing has triggered some given type of catastrophic event during the time in which the system was becoming increasingly vulnerable. The author warned in 2003 that, due to the quick process of globalization, there is a fast generation of long-range connections of all kinds and we cannot rule out that these make the system become 'supercritical', and added that this and other concerns made it irresponsible a fast process of globalization not preceded by a serious analysis of the consequences ([31], p. 351). Now there is evidence that the stability of the world economy was compromised by the quick increase in international connections among banks up to 2008 [112]. The financial crisis might have caused a collapse of the global economy if governments had not intervened. Had the crisis taken place later, it could have resulted in collapse even with governments intervening. Similarly to fires removing fuel, the amount of connections dropped sharply with the crisis [112,119]. Subsequently, however, governments have gone ahead with new agreements to force a quick globalization.

There is the possibility that we are in a supercritical state precisely because of the uncertainty, lack of awareness and incapacity of reaction to the environmental limits to growth. During a real state bubble, many people are in fact aware that the capacity for the market to absorb houses is not infinite, but the limits are uncertain and most agents do not consider them in their everyday activity. However, once the chain of defaults and bankruptcies begins to propagate, the change of mood propagates even more quickly and contributes to the drastic downturn. The point in time when an event like this happens is named the Minsky moment [145]. Something similar could happen when environmental constraints begin to impinge visibly and definitively on economic growth. While the direct protagonists of the real state Minsky moment were restricted to a few economic sectors and a few countries, the ecological economic Minsky moment could embrace virtually all sectors of the formal economy and all countries.

In Section 3.3 I hypothesized that the Soviet Union had to collapse sooner or later because it would have been supercritical. The time series analyses in ref. [152] suggest that this event was triggered by peak oil, which took place in this country little before the economic collapse. This possibility merits more scrutiny.

In fact we are supercritical in one aspect that is not strictly economic but is closely related, and supercriticality could well be underway in others. We are supercritical in that the nuclear arsenal can amplify a local fluctuation and send a wave of destruction to the whole planet. Our hope is that this local fluctuation will not happen. Another process that might lead us to supercriticality is the steeply declining agricultural biodiversity, which introduces the possibility of one single pest or disease decimating a
major fraction of the world’s agricultural production at once [153]. Similarly, the advanced ways to fight against infectious diseases have eased the development of dense urban conglomerates, industrial farms and quick transport all over the world, which represents an excellent culture medium for any infectious agent able to overcome the current protections [154].

A topical issue of relevance in this context is the convenience or not of geoengineering as a replacement for the phasing out of greenhouse gas emissions. One of the most often discussed geoengineering techniques is the injection of aerosol precursors to the stratosphere, to interfere with incoming radiation and compensate the warming effect of greenhouse gases. In addition to other problems (due to the fact that the compensation is imperfect, so that some of the impacts of greenhouse gases remain and aerosols add their own impacts), a major issue is that CO$_2$ can stay in the atmosphere for hundreds or thousands of years (there is not one single time scale because the fraction of CO$_2$ that is removed by terrestrial ecosystems and oceans per unit time is decreasing progressively), while stratospheric aerosols have a mean life of a few years. Therefore, once the intervention has begun, we are forced to continue. If carbon accumulates in the atmosphere without global warming thanks to the aerosols but, at some point, the injection of aerosols stops for any reason, the world will warm abruptly [155]. This is an instance in which a small or medium socioeconomic fluctuation would be amplified and affect the whole system.

Taking all of this into account, if humanity ever has access to some abundant, virtually inexhaustible source of energy (this is the promise of nuclear fusion, but its fulfillment will have to wait, at least, until late in the 21st century\footnote{In the quickest scenario, the first commercial plants will begin to operate by about 2050 [156]}, and it might turn out to be unfeasible), sustainability will not be guaranteed yet. Not only will we need to find ways to avoid that it be used for destructive purposes, but also for constructive purposes in such a quick and ordered way that they result into supercriticality.

5. Normative issues and political challenges in an economy BOC

Some researchers that can be included in the BOC paradigm idealize the BOC state. A clear example is Per Bak, who first introduced self-organized criticality [69]. Bak [70] states that the most robust state for an economy could be the decentralized self-organized critical state of capitalistic economics and that this is the best state that is dynamically achievable. Walker and Cooper [157] also describe how complex systems theory, and the concept of resilience in particular, have been widely used in support of laissez-faire policies. Resilience was originally introduced in ecology by Holling [158] (review in [30]), within a view akin to the BOC paradigm. It refers to the capacity of some systems to rebuild themselves after a disturbance, but only in some aggregate characteristics such as biomass or levels of diversity, without recovering details such as e.g. the precise species composition. This has to do with the adaptive capacity conferred by biodiversity and discussed in Section 2.4, which requires a combination of order and chaos. Some authors argue that a free market is needed for economic resilience (see [157]).

A relevant author in this context is Dee Hock, best known for having founded VISA. In [42] he describes in detail how he developed and successfully applied management techniques that go beyond the traditional command and control approach. After realizing the connections between his practice and
the ideas of complex systems theory about self-organization, he coined the adjective *chaordic* for systems BOC, and founded the Chaordic Alliance, devoted to developing and disseminating these concepts and to assist in the evolution of new chaordic organizations expected to *span such diverse areas as education, government, social services, commerce, and the environment*. It is claimed that these are organizations which *more equitably distribute power and wealth, and are more compatible with the human spirit and the biosphere* [42].

In relation to the chaordic platform it is worth reminding that, probably, the current system is already chaordic, yet it poses many problems. As explained in Sections 2 and 3.3, systems BOC often contain highly ordered subsystems such as firms. The kinds of organizations to which the Chaordic Alliance is primarily addressed belong mostly to this category. The Alliance’s advices to help these organizations become themselves chaordic are likely to be socially positive (some of the proposals in Section 6 are similar), but this is largely because these advices mix BOC features with moral points. Being *chaordic* is no guarantee in itself. Furthermore, ways to transform the system on a large scale should also be sought, in spite of the fact that it is already *chaordic*.

At least if we assume a moral standpoint that does not discriminate between the welfare of different people, there are not many reasons to idealize the BOC state. Some of the very symptoms that led us, in Section 3.1, to conclude that the current system is probably BOC, are far from pleasant. The nearly scale-invariant income distribution means that a handful of people are extremely rich while hundreds of millions live in misery, their prospects being even worse in a world of increasing resource scarcity and environmental degradation (Section 4.1). We also mentioned the dynamism and unpredictability of the globalized market, which increasingly permeates individual life histories and becomes a source of psychological distress and degradation, as described in [88].

On the positive side, it is clear that the material standards of living of the majority of people have raised during the last century (impressively in some countries), and that new spaces of freedom have been created. However, this has been done following a path that appears to be unsustainable. A boom-and-bust cycle could well be worse for the welfare of the majority than no boom at all.

One of the most disturbing features of the current economic system is that it is increasingly running on its own, under nobody’s control. As with the old saying *trees do not allow seeing the forest*, the visibility of some of the human pieces of this system makes it difficult to be aware that it is a self-organizing system with capacity of large-scale computation and emergent properties. For example, the many scale-invariant patterns described in Section 3.1 were designed by nobody, the stock market behaves collectively in ways that nobody can predict, and we can but try to imagine the emergent properties that will follow in the future. In the process of globalization of the last few decades, states have given up their tools to control the market, and are themselves increasingly controlled by the market. Attempts of states to regulate the small fraction of the economy within their borders are increasingly overwhelmed by the capacity of the market to regulate political regulations, with capitals flying abroad and local products having to compete with products elaborated without social or environmental requirements or taxes. As described in Section 3.2.1., market self-organization subject firms to a kind of natural selection. Natural selection might be more favorable to cooperation than had been once thought, but there is little doubt that it also generates behaviors effectively equivalent to selfishness. It would be naïve to expect this kind of natural selection to serve the common good as conceived by we humans. Furthermore, if the current patterns
of progress of information technology [159] are maintained for some more time, computers will very soon outperform humans even in complex tasks such as firm management, and, therefore, outcompete them in a natural selection setting. Using some terms or other, the doubts whether humanity will be able to control the evolution of computers for its own benefit have been put forward by several authors, including the own father of cybernetics N. Wiener [160] and the pioneers of artificial life [161,162]. However, the role that the type of economic and political system plays in reference to this threat has not usually been taken into account.

In addition, the similarities between economies and ecosystems are no guarantee of sustainable resource use (let alone of avoiding environmental externalities). Overshoots are sometimes found in initial stages of ecosystem development [163]. Even short time horizons could be in part an emergent property of market dynamics and not only a result of human greed and ignorance. For an individual firm, the long-term benefits of being the first occupying one niche in the market (or part of it) may outweigh long-term costs such as unsustainable resource use. This possible effect, which would belong to the category of increasing returns [164], cannot be reproduced by general equilibrium models.

6. Are there alternatives?

6.1. Complexity science and the quest for alternatives

Throughout history, most proposals of alternative systems have relied on little more than moral precepts. Marx did consider system’s dynamics, but in an old version that not only downplayed environmental constraints but also seems to be biased toward the benefits of order. This was understandable in times in which the successes of engineering were apparent and complex systems theory was yet to be born. The irruption of the green movement was a major step forward in that it introduced realism in the form of environmental constraints. These lie at the foundation of some of the earliest green economic platforms [8], and of more recent degrowth proposals [9,10,12]. One pending step is introducing realism also in inner constraints and potentials, by taking full advantage of complex systems theory. The own complex systems theory is still not completely up to the task (which can be bad or good because this science can also be used for tasks that run in the opposite direction), but it is time to use what we already know or guess in order to outline possible better futures. Better future is not an objective category and only makes sense after specifying a moral frame of reference. However, a precise definition of this frame is not needed for the purposes of this paper. For the purposes of this paper, the assumed moral guiding principle is, broadly speaking, the wellbeing of all humans without distinction15.

This paper puts together much evidence suggesting that long-lasting complex systems operate between order and chaos (BOC) and that the current economic system is an instance. The evidence for these two propositions is not definitive, but let us assume that they are correct. Does this mean that

---

15 The wellbeing of nonhuman organisms is seen by the author as an important issue, but its consideration does not appear to contradict any of the following proposals.
there is no way to escape the problems inherent to the current system? Not necessarily so, if we are able to conceive more human-friendly (or life-friendly) systems that would also function BOC.

If we accept that the directions that the economic system is taking are detrimental or, at least, considerably dangerous (Section 5), what we can do is trying to tame its self-organization. I will consider three main aspects: (1) who or what is to tame the economy, (2) how it is to be tamed, with emphasis on distributive issues, and (3) how to address the extra difficulties that arise after the system has overshot environmental sustainability thresholds.

6.2. Governance

In a world BOC, solutions might emerge from unsuspected corners and be broadly applied in unplanned manners. For example, it was difficult to predict the prominence that a new form of commons and gift economy would acquire in the context of the Internet, i.e. free software and other free resources. However, we know of nothing intrinsic to self-organization processes guaranteeing anything that we might see as progress. Section 5 warned that, currently, the global economy is self-organizing in an increasingly autonomous way and in directions that do not appear to be pleasant in terms of the common good. Rather than an optimistic view that things will get fixed by themselves or a pessimistic view that we are doomed whatever we do, here I try to outline what concerned people can do to increase the odds of an optimistic outlook, based only on our current, partial knowledge. One key ingredient is planting the right seeds, by developing alternatives, implementing them on a small scale and communicating them. However, I assume that, in principle, this goal also entails some degree of planning on a larger scale, and mechanisms to adjust such plans to the collective will, i.e. some form of democracy. All what follows might become obsolete because of some happy surprise, but is expected to be helpful while this surprise does not show up.

As noted in Section 5, since the economy is currently functioning at a larger scale than any democratic or semi-democratic institution, it is the economy which is increasingly controlling these institutions, rather than the other way round. Many authors and social movements stress the need to reverse this power relation. In principle, this would be accomplished by building a truly democratic global institution with effective power to regulate the economy. While this is not attained, one thing that countries or groups of countries can do is trying to progressively detach from globalization (of course, being ready to face strong pressures and all sorts of problems in the short term). Essentially, this means re-regulating the international mobility of capital, goods and services in a democratic manner.

At the current stage we can consider many possible forms for this global democratic institution, from a system of bottom-up agreements spanning all scales to a classical parliamentary organ. There is no reason why a hegemony of democracy should be incompatible with the BOC paradigm. There are reasons to suspect that democracy is itself an instance of functioning BOC. It has the positively chaotic component of many people introducing their own points of view, with unavoidable and welcome divergences. It has the ordered component of some of these points of view spreading to attain macroscopic scales, whether or not they are materialized in forms such as political parties. Furthermore, there is evidence of a power law in the distribution of votes per candidate [165]. A condition for the
system to be truly BOC and truly democratic is that there should be no mechanism irreversibly locking some points of view or individuals in a state of hegemony.

Some form of delegation of power seems unavoidable if only because a completely direct democracy at this scale would more than oversaturate the physical information processing capabilities of individuals (see also a related issue in ref. [166]), but this does not exclude complementary means of direct participation. For example, some mechanisms are being discussed which would allow to easily choose each one’s level of involvement in decision making [167].

Whatever the mechanisms chosen, it is vital to avoid that the democratic system falls under the power of the market. This includes the issue of the relative scale of market and democracy already mentioned, but also other aspects, especially the control of mass media, because much of the public political debate takes place in the media. However difficult it might be, democracy needs separation of media power from economic power (while there is some form of concentrated economic power). Formulas are to be developed to this end (e.g. limiting the economic share of single individuals or firms in media enterprises, in addition to eliminating commercial advertising, which is also problematic for other reasons, and funding media in different ways). Otherwise, there would be little hope for the political preferences of people to evolve as a function of how policies really affect their wellbeing, because collective information processing would be biased by private interests, as it is currently.

For democracy to be resilient, it should probably give ample margin for grassroots movements to develop. These are germs of political organization that function outside the formal institutions. Because of their inherent unpredictability, there is no guarantee for their impact being systematically positive. However, they have an irreplaceable role to play in confronting institutions whenever these drift to less fluid and less democratic forms of functioning. Order-based ideologies see social movements as a nuisance after their perfect social order has been reached, but such movements are clearly needed if we accept that ordered structures are always partial and impermanent in complex systems.

The main message of this section is that, as far as the author can tell, there is no fundamental reason why markets should be predestined to control democratic institutions rather than the other way round.

6.3. Economic system and equity

If we accept that it is possible to build the kind of institution envisaged in Section 6.2, the next question is how it is to tame the economic system, and in which direction. I have already mentioned the conflict between ethical goals such as equality and BOC features like the nearly scale-invariant income distribution. However, the BOC paradigm does not imply that features like this one should be unavoidable. Assuming that all long-lasting complex systems are BOC does not mean that they should be BOC in all of their dimensions. For example, many terrestrial ecosystems are instances of either self-organized criticality or some other mechanism leading them to display patterns BOC in their fire regimes, while tropical rainforests are not [75], but are probably BOC in other aspects such as biodiversity.

Lasting regulation of the economic system on social and ecological grounds can be conceived by combining two ingredients: (1) a regulating system that is itself BOC, along the lines suggested in Section 6.2, and (2) that the regulation exerted by this institution is not much more than the strictly
needed to attain its ultimate goals, leaving ample margin for variability and self-organization whenever there are different paths that lead to these same goals. Once the first item is attained, a strict planning of the economy is imaginable without as much danger of perversion or collapse as the Soviet Union might have suffered (Section 3.3), but removing unneeded rigidities should further reduce such risks by increasing resilience, enhancing distributed computation and exploration, and increasing the overall viability of the project because of an entropy-like effect: the more possibilities you contemplate, the larger the probability of succeeding at least in one of them. This should not be interpreted as a defense of reformism: by limiting regulation to the strictly needed to attain its ultimate goals it is meant to really attain the ultimate goal. Furthermore, free market is just one expression of flexibility. For example, the regulations emitted by the democratic system on a global scale could leave much margin to organize in various ways the local organs of the own democratic institution, which could even take varying degrees of control on local economies. Depending on cultural differences, some regions might be more favorable to communal property and others more favorable to private but well-distributed property. More communal economies could be administered from the bottom-up by means of the local organs of the global democratic institution, and also by means of other parallel institutions.

Following the BOC philosophy of not putting all eggs in the same basket, all proposals of alternative systems in the literature deserve attention. A most useful research program will consist of scanning such proposals and use a complex systems approach to assess their feasibility and the risk of undesired emergent properties. Complex systems theory teaches us that we should always be ready for unsuspected emergent properties, but also that some emergent properties can be predicted, and gives us tools for doing so (proposed models can be studied in a variety of ways, including qualitative assessment, mathematical modeling and analysis, simplified simulations and complex agent-based models). Here I advance some tentative conclusions, but this is largely a research project for the future.

Midway between theoretical analyses and application of policies at a large or medium scale, there is an important role for groups of people who, already now, try to practice alternative ways of living at a small scale. These experiences are the experimental arm of the search for alternatives, provide a context in which many innovative solutions emerge, and have a key role in the dissemination of ideas. Complexity scientists can analyze these experiences, provide inputs to try to fix their problems (as already done in [40]) or to explore new possibilities, and, crucially, trying to anticipate the consequences of attempts at scaling them up.

Just one global alternative model having passed all tests (the different types of analysis, and small-scale experiments when applicable) will suffice for us to say that we have a reliable alternative, which is what many people desperately misses. The more reliable recipes the better, because this will increase the possibilities that at least one of them is eventually implemented, and also of having a convincing plan B is something goes wrong. Furthermore, as the number of recipes increases, there is a combinatorics increase in the number of sets of recipes that could be deployed in parallel in different regions according to differing cultural preferences.

There is a huge literature on mechanisms to increase the environmental sustainability of a market system. Even schools with disparate theoretical foundations, such as ecological economics and environmental economics, agree in the usefulness of some instruments, such as environmental taxes. However, in a context of high inequality, limiting the access to environmental sources and sinks can be
an obstacle for a large fraction of the population to fulfill their basic needs (see also Section 4.1). This is a strong reason not to separate environmental sustainability from equity. Furthermore, the treatment of equity is generally perceived as the key point that allows defining different economic systems. Even though there are a number of proposals for alternative systems with enhanced equity, there is a wide perception of a lack of credible alternatives. Two reasons can contribute to this situation: (1) vested interest in sidelining this topic (originating in those favored by the status quo and internalized by others), and (2) its inherent complexity. The theoretical approach presented here will hardly be useful if it does not give answers on this issue. The following paragraphs review and discuss how equity is addressed in several alternative proposals that are not mainly based on command-and-control, and outline a tentative assessment of the implications of some of these from a complex systems point of view. However, this is mostly a research yet to be done.

The steady-state model developed by ecological economist Hermann Daly [168,169] provides a convenient starting point, because it seeks the simplest possible changes in the rules of a capitalistic economy that would give rise to a sustainable and equitable system. Daly imagined a market system with privately owned production means, which would be unregulated except for a few clear-cut constraints, to be enforced by public institutions (this is reminiscent of physical systems in thermodynamic equilibrium, which are free to move from one microstate to another, but only within a well-defined set of available states, which have to be compatible with some given, often simple constraints, such as the total available energy). In regard to equity, the constraints would consist of a minimum and a maximum limit to individual income, and a maximum limit to individual wealth. People approaching the upper ceiling of income or wealth would be heavily taxed and this would contribute part of the money to warrant the minimum income (another source being payments for access to the limited amount of natural resources that would be made available). Several variations exist on this proposal. Mostly independently of Daly’s contributions, there has been much discussion on various forms of minimum income [170,171], ranging from minimum guaranteed income to basic universal income, and complemented to different degrees by the services provided by classical welfare-state institutions. Both the minimum and the maximum income have been embraced by degrowth proponents [172], also contemplating variations, such as a minimum income in kind rather than money [173]. Daly’s distributive recipe would modify the scale-invariant income and wealth distributions in the conceptually simplest manner: by cutting their extremes away.

In Daly’s model, the range of income (and the limit to wealth) could be narrow enough to ensure that nobody has their basic needs unfulfilled, and that nobody obtains extra benefits for the sole fact of being already affluent and acquires disproportionate power within the economy. On the other hand, it could be broad enough to ensure that people can benefit from their own work and from their abstinence from consuming, and act according to market signals. In this type of market, market signals would truly reflect social preferences within sustainability constraints. In a capitalist market, part of the information processing has to do with a few affluent people having much impact on the market, these people being selected in part by how well their decisions fit market signals, which have however little relation to social preferences and even less with sustainability. The associated nearly-power-law income distribution is a symptom that the system is processing information BOC. By setting ceilings, this process is eliminated, but there can still be self-organization and information processing BOC in other different ways. Patterns
of behavior that allow some people getting closer to the upper ceiling to income, or obtaining some given income with less effort, or increasing their life satisfaction for other reasons, would be probably copied by other people. This would suffice to keep in motion the essentials of a natural-selection-type mechanism. The resulting distribution of the number of people adhering to each pattern of economic behavior could well be a power law, as it is for species abundances in an ecological community [67], where it can be interpreted as a symptom of information processing BOC (Section 2.3). Medium-scale coherent plans could still emerge from large firms (which could exist in spite of being made up of people with little economic differences among them, for example but not only in the form of cooperatives), in addition to the public democratic institutions.

A major problem with Daly’s model is the need of severe control and the risk of too strong political pressure from people close to the ceiling to income or wealth, in order to remove or lever it. This is one of the kinds of problems of current alternative proposals in which an econophysical approach can make a difference. Ideally, it would be possible to design economic mechanisms that would lead to some given income distribution as an indirect, emergent result. Besides setting a legal ceiling, we could set rules that make it extremely difficult for a person to reach the ceiling without need of receiving much direct pressure from the institutions, thus reducing, to some extent, the likelihood of the emergence of a well defined sector opposing these policies because of their self-interest. Appendix A shows how this would be possible based on a simple model of income distribution (following Section 3.2.1.). Probably, this model is not realistic enough, because the mechanisms determining income distribution are not well known. However, the exercise in Appendix A gives a prototype for a kind of economic policy modeling that merits intensive research (Trigaux [174] also studied, in an econophysical model, how intentional changes in parameters could produce drastic increases in equality). The model in Appendix A also contemplates one kind of direct pressure, which is taxing. Besides, it contemplates policies that might indirectly reduce rates of profit, such as the alternative banking formulas mentioned below. An even more promising indirect policy tool is the active assistance to people at the lower end of the income distribution to help them develop their own economic activities. In addition to granting a minimum income, this assistance could be materialized in the form of microcredits, technical and psychosocial support, preference in the supply to public institutions, or some kind of certification to attract ethical consumption. If the size of the economy is constrained (by the amount of remaining natural resources or those whose use is allowed, or by a saturated demand not stimulated by advertising), increasing income for people at the lower end of the distribution will translate to decreasing income elsewhere. The onus of econophysical models is to predict how this decrease in income will be distributed among the different income classes, considering also the other relevant factors. A nontrivial feature of the simple model in Appendix A is that an upper ceiling to income emerges for some parameter values, and the position of this upper ceiling changes as a function of the intensity of active assistance at the lower end of the distribution. The model suggests that changes in banking mechanisms along the lines mentioned below would also bring the ceiling down. It is well known that many complex systems display phase transitions (Section 2.2), i.e. qualitative changes resulting from incremental, quantitative changes in control parameters: in the model in Appendix A, the consequences of crossing the threshold (where the ceiling emerges) might not be clearly apparent until reaching some given distance away from this critical
point, but in other cases the change can be much more visible\(^\text{16}\). This possibility motivates a revision of the dichotomy between reformism and revolutionary change. These are generally distinguished by the methods used to change society. However, this criterion is questionable inasmuch an incremental change in a tool used for reformist policy can result into an abrupt shift that compares to a revolution. Given the highly technical nature of this type of recipes, once better understood they should be recast in a plain language for them to become a subject of popular discussion and not being coopted by powerful minorities wishing to increase inequality rather than decrease it.

While Daly’s is a top-down recipe that attempts to force some given global results, most alternative economic recipes are based on rules of interaction among agents, whose global consequences, if generalized, are not trivial to predict. Most of these have been grouped under labels such as solidarity economy, social economy and social and solidarity economy\(^\text{[175,176]}\) (henceforth, just social economy). There is a long history of implementation of such recipes on a limited scale, coexisting with the hegemonic capitalistic patterns of economic relations\(^\text{[175,176]}\). Therefore, they have been emerging from the bottom up, even though they might also need top-down support if they are to become the norm. These include cooperatives of production, consumption and credit, mutual aid associations, ethical banking (with credits conditional upon environmental and social criteria), and small experiences of alternative markets such as Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS)\(^\text{[177]}\), which are based on collective interest-free credit. There is a potential for synergy among these types of experiences, which have been seen as pieces for a complete different system by several writers, already in the 19th century (e.g. Proudhon\(^\text{[178]}\)) and also nowadays\(^\text{[176,179]}\). For example, credits granted by a public or collectively owned banking system could be interest-free while avoiding an imbalance between offer and demand by setting social and environmental benefits as a price. Such credit conditions would give a chance for low-income people (e.g. grouped in cooperatives) to overcome their dependence upon the owners of capital. A social economic market would self-organize subject to some basic rules of interaction, and, like other markets, it would possibly function BOC. The long experience with social economy all over the world, especially with cooperatives, gives empirical support to its feasibility\(^\text{[176,180,181]}\) and allows identifying barriers to its propagation\(^\text{[182]}\). An important topic of research is the design of policies that would allow overcoming these barriers (e.g. the credit system described above). One hypothesis is that this is easy enough to be able to reach an overwhelming dominance of cooperatives without a great cost in terms of economic performance and control effort. A different hypothesis is that cooperatives are too difficult to generalize because they imply quite specific patterns of relations, perhaps reducing the available states of the system more than really needed. The later case would lead us to favor proposals such as Felber’s\(^\text{[179]}\), who would enforce the cooperative structure legally but only for firms above some given size (while promoting cooperativism also among smaller firms and setting constraints on differences of salary in all cases). Another important research topic, needing an econophysical approach, is the global consequences for sustainability and equity if social economic structures become hegemonic. Even though a social economy developing in a democratic

\(^{16}\) The reason is that Appendix A’s model displays a 2nd-order phase transition, while 1st-order transitions are more readily apparent (note 3 in Section 2.2).
context is not entirely comparable to cooperativism under an authoritarian regime, the Yugoslavian experience is a major source of empirical information. This suggests that cooperativism is effective in reducing inequality within firms [183] (which is coherent with their image elsewhere) but not so much in reducing other dimensions of inequality [183], thus needing to be complemented by other policies (several possibilities are mentioned throughout this section).

Felber [179] has recently popularized a specific proposal to put together different social economic initiatives in a coherent system, under the label of economy for the common good\textsuperscript{17}. This proposal aims to gradually transform conventional firms into social firms (or gradually replace the first with the last). The main tool that it contemplates is the common good balance sheet, which would label each firm’s social and environmental performance according to a standardized set of democratically-chosen criteria. This balance sheet is expected to have an increasing influence on the decisions of public and private consumption and investment. Therefore, this transformation would not rely on command-and-control methods (legal constraints are contemplated, as mentioned above, but only after the transformation is largely done), but, rather, on altering the natural-selection-like pressures to which firms are exposed. The proposal depicts a gradual, self-organized transition taking advantage of distributed computation and allowing for a diversity of paths to emerge, which is coherent with the BOC paradigm. However, the potential for this recipe to deliver the expected transformation is still unknown. Furthermore, the proposal would benefit from a detailed econophysical analysis to refine it and prevent unintended consequences. For example, among the behaviors that Felber suggests to favor, there is cooperation and mutual help among firms: it is important to make sure that this is not implemented in a way that generates clusters of interdependent firms that might be too brittle (see Sections 2.4, 3.2.2).

As is well known, private property of the means of production is left behind in some of the most radical alternatives. In industrial societies, most real-world instances have taken place under authoritarian regimes, whose problems have already been discussed. However, in Catalonia there was an experience of generalized, bottom-up, democratically-ruled collectivization [185,186]. This was an attempt to move directly to the kind of society that could be imagined as the asymptotic result of recipes like Felber’s. The experiment was soon stopped by its opponents. Recently, Ackerman [187] discussed how the increasing separation between ownership and management in contemporary capitalism suggests ways to move to a scenario of public property of the means of production while conserving some of the dynamic and informational advantages of capitalist markets.

While a guaranteed minimum income or a universal basic income would ensure that some basic needs are covered, and cooperativism or analogous patterns of organization would ensure fair relations of production, neither ensures employment. Employment is not only a means to obtain income, but also a potential way for a person to contribute to society (inasmuch the type of economic activity is socially beneficial, which, however, is often not the case in the current context). This is positive both for society and for the individual’s self-esteem and social integration [188]. Even though it is certainly not the only way to contribute to society, solutions are needed to avoid involuntary unemployment. This need is repeatedly put forward as an argument to foster economic growth at any price. However, indefinite

\textsuperscript{17} This label had also been applied to Daly’s steady state economy [184].
economic growth is unlikely to be feasible (Section 4), and maintaining growth in the short term makes long-term sustainability more difficult to achieve in a form that is socially acceptable. An alternative with a long history in the context of the worker movement is the regulation of working time to foster work sharing. This proposal was embraced by the German Greens as a part of their antiprodutivist platforms in the 80s [8], and more recently by degrowth proponents [189]. These proposals should be clearly distinguished from part-time working schemes associated with precarious working conditions. However, to some extent, they are already feasible in a capitalist context, and, in different forms, can be applied in any system in which there is a relatively well-defined working time (there are instances of this [185]). Since markets are not generally in equilibrium, the full benefits of reducing working time will take some time to materialize, but this lag can be shortened by active labor policies. However, there are some controversies about work sharing in the literature [189]. Some mainstream economists question the effectiveness of reducing working time as a tool to create net employment, based, however, on inconclusive empirical evidence. Another issue is that, while in a degrowth process many economic activities would be removed, others might demand more work because of a possible decrease in productivity in a world with less natural resources (discussed in [190,191]). Therefore, it is difficult to know if, in an environmentally sustainable society, there will be more or less work to do. This will largely depend on future developments in fields such as renewable energy, other environmentally-friendly technologies, and agroecology. In any case, the need of hard work to secure sustainability does not justify hard work in activities that accelerate resource depletion and environmental degradation, as is the case for most current economic activities. Since we cannot take for granted that the need of labor will change following an unidirectional trend (because of the uncertainty in long-term needs, and also because of shorter-term economic cycles), it would be most convenient to have institutional arrangements to share the demanded work both when it decreases and when it increases [192]. The most trivial mechanism would be a succession of adaptive changes in the standard working week. Another mechanism would be taxing long working weeks in order to penalize them and to rise funds to incentivize shorter (but not precarious) working schemes. This would automatize the adaptation of the average working time to evolving needs at a societal level, while easing the adaptation of firms to the changes in average working time. However, any specific recipe focusing in the part of working time that is formalized and quantified should also consider its indirect effects on less visible forms of work. For example, the German Greens in their 1983 social platform ([193], reviewed in [8]) prioritized the reduction of working week over formulas such as earlier retirement or longer vacations (we can add sabbatical years, which are proposed in [179]), because only the first easies the sharing of unpaid work between genders.

A discussion of economic alternatives would be clearly incomplete if it only contemplated the part of economic activity that is currently monetized, formalized, visible and hegemonic. Feminist economics [194] highlights that the functioning of the current economic system largely relies on other types of work, which is disproportionately carried out by women. In another strand of discourse, some authors have emphasized the virtues of nonmonetized activities as an alternative, at least partial, to the currently hegemonic economic relations [84]. Arguably, such activities have an affective added value, and also a positive cultural effect in that they can help preventing simplistic unidimensional thinking focusing on money, which is at odds with the mentality needed to reach sustainability in all of its irreducible [195] dimensions. Some nonmonetized activities, and activities that are partially monetized and labeled
as informal, have been praised for other purported benefits, including equity [84]. While there are good arguments for the promotion of some nonmonetized economic activities, it would be unrealistic to aggregate all of them in a single category and evaluate them accordingly. This is the realm of traditional communal settings and of promising alternatives that go beyond material needs, but also of injustices ranging from inequality within modern households to feudal relations and soft slavery. Probably, the best that can be done with nonmonetized economy is to make it visible in order to fight its worst expressions, identify its potentialities and develop the later. Since there is no discontinuity between nonmonetized economy and affective relations, some of the most promising alternatives in this area (e.g. [196]) have little relation to economics as usually understood.

In the current context, nonmonetized economy is closely related (but not equivalent) to informal economy, which consists of activities that are relatively decoupled from the main control circuitry of the society. From a BOC point of view, the informal has an important role: by lying apart from the dominant order, it contributes to the chaos that society needs, being a source of innovation and experimentation. The informal sphere is an obvious niche for small-scale alternative projects. However, when some of these innovations propagate, they can become a new order. As such, they should be filtered according to collective interest. The task of filtering would belong to a truly democratic institution as portrayed in Section 6.2, complemented and in interaction with social movements. One of the aims of this task is to confront emerging patterns of economic relations based, for example, on exploitation, discrimination or environmental degradation. Complex systems theory teaches us that also some initiatives that are well intentioned, and that function well while they are young and anecdotal, could have undesirable consequences as they age and propagate, in the form of unsought emergent properties. For example, one could agree with parents that prefer to educate their children at home to give them some values that they might not encounter at mainstream schools. However, if educating children at home becomes the norm and this includes older children, the frontier between education and work can easily get blurred, giving rise to competitive pressure in favor of families taking advantage of children’ labor, as has been common throughout history, and is currently common in a large part of the planet. On its turn, this creates an incentive for reproduction, which either is compensated by larger mortality or leads, transiently, to demographic growth. Being demography a key component of sustainability, it cannot be overlooked that volunteer reductions of natality have been associated to the partial transfer of some economic functions from the domestic to the formal sphere, including education, social security, retirement and women’s work (which, precisely, give keys for a left-wing response to the demographic issue [197]). All of these are factors to be considered when seeking the most desirable partition between the formal economy (also, and especially, when it is no longer capitalist) and other realities that can coexist with it.

It is absolutely essential that a change toward sustainability and equality considers the international dimension. While early in the 19th century (when most contemporary ideologies were born) within-country inequality accounted for about 70% of global inequality, in 2002 it represented only about 20%, the rest being accounted by differences among countries [198]. Furthermore, some of the main environmental problems have a global nature, and the international economy has a major impact on domestic economic policies. There is a large literature about measures for justice in global economy, e.g. the abolition of unfair financial debts and the recognition of ecological debts, the elimination of structural adjustment plans as multilateral institutions are democratized, global agreements to control and
tax international financial fluxes, the removal of the barriers to the dissemination of technology posed by some intellectual property rules, removal of barriers to migration, and fair and ambitious agreements to manage the global environmental commons (e.g. mitigating climate change). This is a huge area that will not be treated in detail. It is indeed related to the discussion about a global democratic system in Section 6.2. An interesting issue is the kind of international economic treaties that could replace the current ones. In the context of WTO (and, previously, GATT), countries can integrate in the global market at varying speeds, but, at each step, they assume rules to be applied systematically in their relations to every other country, rather than negotiating bilateral agreements. This setting has elements of order and of disorder that could be reproduced in other schemes more useful for our purposes. However, there would be major changes in other aspects. The bias toward integration would be removed, allowing also for progressive separation from the international market whenever this is the choice of a country. Openness to trade with other countries would be systematically conditional upon compatibility in social and environmental standards (which could otherwise be threatened by market dynamics). Simultaneously, there would be a systematic advantage for low income countries. However, rather than preferential access to the markets of high income countries (which can only favor low income countries by means of a trickle-down effect that will vanish as soon as there is no more growth [21], and that is extremely inefficient even with growth [20]), these would be granted a higher capacity to protect their domestic production from international competition. The development of a pattern of economic relations among countries favoring equality would benefit from the same type of modeling approach that is outlined in Appendix A for relations among individuals (or households).

6.4. Is degrowth possible?

Sections 6.2 and 6.3 discussed the feasibility of a society that is sustainable, equitable and democratic. All of these are features of degrowth as defined in the Introduction. However, what gives its name to degrowth is the idea of moving to a society like this once we have already overshot the sustainable levels of throughput. Here I consider the extra difficulties that this point of departure implies.

By generalizing the ecological notions of succession and disturbance, Margalef ([199], p. 234; see also [200], p. 88, 90) postulated that the Biosphere, at all scales, displays two types of changes: slow changes that increase organization, and quick changes that simplify. The later include e.g. the death of an individual organism, a fire in a forest or the extinction of dinosaurs, while the first type of change includes the growth of an organism, the development of a forest in a burned area, and the evolution of the many groups of mammals and birds occupying the empty niches left by dinosaurs. In an essay entitled Progress: an enthusiastic subjective appraisal of almost half the changes in living systems [201] Margalef wrote, taking individual organisms as an example: We are born and we grow, but we do not degrow. Instead, we die\textsuperscript{18}. In this essay he did not refer to the political project of degrowth; however, is it telling us that this project is too optimistic given the nature of complex systems? Here I argue that economic degrowth is certainly difficult and nontrivial, but, again, there are no reasons to think that it is

\textsuperscript{18} Nacemos y crecemos, pero no “descrecemos”. En vez de eso nos morimos. [201]
impossible. However, the more we wait, the more unlikely it is that we manage to degrow rather than collapse or suffer a sequence of crises.

The first point to consider is that economic growth is not really the economic analogue of ecological succession. While terrestrial ecosystems typically increase biological production (and, therefore, energetic and material throughput) until reaching a plateau, planktonic ecosystems often decrease production at later stages of succession (in fact, if we consider long enough time scales, instances of gradually decreasing production are also found in land ecosystems; these have been named retrogression [202]). As conceptualized by Margalef [163,203], planktonic succession typically starts when an injection of nutrients spurs the quick growth of plankton, initially in the form of small organisms with short life cycles. During this initial phase with intensive growth, the use of nutrients is unsustainable: many are lost to deeper water layers as bodies and excrements sink (once there, they are not usable because there is no light for the photosynthesis). Afterwards, succession proceeds while production, and often biomass, decrease. The small and simple organisms are partially replaced by others that are larger, reproduce less, have longer life cycles, and, in some sense, can be considered more complex. This is the case of dinoflagellates, which, unlike other types of phytoplankton (such as diatoms), can swim actively. Therefore, they can avoid sinking for a longer time, and can travel periodically to deeper layers, where they can recycle some of the sinking nutrients. According to Margalef, rather than an increase in biomass, and even less in production, the most general regularity of succession is the decrease in turnover (longer lives) and, related to this, the reduction in the amount of energy used to sustain a given amount of biomass. When trying to be more general and include anthropic systems with its artifacts, Margalef replaces biomass by total mass with capacity of controlling the future [163].

Many measures promoted by the degrowth movement would reduce GDP but should be interpreted as steps forward in some economic analogue of ecosystem maturity better than GDP. This is the case, for example, of eliminating programmed obsolescence and non-reusable items, and producing instead long-lasting items, i.e. reducing turnover. It is also the case of energy-saving measures such as avoiding unneeded transport. If our economy is to follow a path similar to ecological succession, we can expect the following transformations: (1) a move from the use of nonrenewable energies and raw materials to renewable energies and recycling (think e.g. of a tropical rainforest: a complex and mature system that lives out of solar energy and recycles most of its nutrients); (2) increased efficiency in the use of resources; (3) increased duration of products and installations; (4) probably, reduction in throughput; (5) possibly, reduction in capital; (6) reduction in the ratio between production and capital (in a broad sense, including human capital); (7) increase in complexity (at least, a kind of complexity consisting of sophistication that allows for an efficient use of resources, and that can take many forms, ranging from advanced computing to permacultural wisdom). These changes would be gradual, and, therefore, consistent with the idea of degrowth.

This comparison can give us some confidence in that degrowth is possible, but it does not suffice to take for granted that it will occur. There are at least four reasons not to rest on our laurels:

- The exhaustion of resources might become too severe for a gradual adjustment to be the default response of the economic system. We might be more similar to a locust swarm, growing explosively and then collapsing, than to a planktonic ecosystem responding gradually to a progressive loss of nutrients.
• The role of stocks and fluxes is different in ecological and in economic dynamics. Many ecosystem disturbances cause primarily a loss in the stock of biomass. For example, a storm causing trees to fall. Some of these disturbances propagate, such as fire. Also in economies, some disturbances cause primarily a loss in the stock of people and capital, e.g. a hurricane. There are also instances of societal propagation of fluctuations destroying this stock: wars and epidemics. However, economies appear to be much more susceptible than ecosystems to the propagation of fluctuations affecting fluxes. The reason is that the proportion of interactions with a cooperative nature appears to be much larger in a market economy than in an ecosystem, and these interactions involve fluxes. Even when they are unequal, indirectly forced and exploitative, capitalist interactions essentially consist of cooperation in the generation of economic fluxes. Such interactions involve positive feedbacks, which have a destabilizing nature [204]. As a result, production crises occur (Section 3.2.2.), and it is straightforward to think that they should be magnified under environmental pressure, as discussed in Section 4.2.

• Even if the economy has a succession-type response to scarcity (rather than receiving scarcity as a disturbance), the results could be far from socially optimal. For example, forest succession responds gradually to resource limitation, but in a way that, if translated to society, would be anything but desirable. By the process of self-culling, a small fraction of the trees grow large and occupy most of the area, while the rest die. Similarly, if a capitalist economy happens to respond gradually and adapt to resource limitation, it will probably be with a minority of people concentrating the available resources while the rest are pauperized or dead (or even with autopoietic networks of machines gradually outcompeting humanity).

• Here we are concentrating in the analogues of succession and disturbance in the economic system, but, additionally, economic growth acts as a disturbance for the biosphere. At this level, the separation of time scales is clear: several components of the environmental degradation that has occurred in a few generations will entail centuries, millennia of millions of years of recovery. Therefore, if we wait for degrowth to happen by itself, we will probably live for many generations in a much more degraded world than if we activate it as soon as possible.

The elimination of a complex structure needs many less logical steps than its construction, and therefore, it is often eliminated much quicker than it is built. This is likely to be the ultimate explanation for Margalef’s observation ([31] p. 102-104). However, there are many different ways to eliminate a structure, with different implications. Some ways are simple, but others are complex. We sometimes have the choice to eliminate the structure in some preferred, nontrivial way that does need many logical steps and much time. We can break a machine but can also take it to pieces, and the removal of an organ can be ordered to a slaughterer but also to a surgeon. Similarly, there is no fundamental reason why we cannot have degrowth rather than collapse or crises. In fact, we noted in Section 3.2.2. that the separation of time scales is not always evident in economic crises, which is encouraging in relation to the feasibility of degrowth. However, as the above comparisons suggest, degrowth will be intensive in information. The recipes for degrowth are still underdeveloped. Here follow some suggestions for the kind of measures that we might need to apply accompanying the removal of environmentally unsustainable activities, if we do not want this removal to trigger uncontrolled fluctuations (measures like these can also be used
in case of cyclical downturns, which are likely to take place also in noncapitalist systems, albeit with different intensities and in different forms):

- Build any needed structure and function while we dismantle those that we do not need. The process will be more similar to *succession* than to a *disturbance* if, in general terms, the construction of sustainable alternatives (e.g. renewable energy installations \([205,206]\) in the context of a sound spatial planning, organic agriculture, clean production and transportation, and also a new cultural framework) does not lag behind the removal of unsustainable structures and functions (being clear that many of the later will need no replacement).

- Conserve information that might appear superfluous now but will regain value in a low-energy context, such as the genetic information in agricultural landraces and the cultural information of traditional knowledge.

- Generate a structure of incentives and disincentives (e.g. taxes) that anticipates future needs.

- Be selective in public rescues of endangered firms. Indiscriminate rescues and generic anticyclical policies risk generating a fragile economic network that ends up falling down synchronously.

- Map the network of economic connections, and act carefully, in a *surgical* manner, upon firms that occupy a keystone position in this network, to avoid their functioning as amplifiers of undesired fluctuations. Regulate specific types of connections.

- Put a safety net for people who might transiently lose their source of income (e.g. a basic income, Section 6.3). If applicable, implement policies to assist them in moving to new jobs. Complement these with strong public services.

- *Fluidify* firms (without producing inequality; Section 6.3 gives some clues), to smooth the transfer of capital and workforce from unneeded to needed activities. On first inspection, this reminds the *flexicurity* approach practiced in Denmark and formally embraced by the European Union, which reduces security in job tenure in exchange for a strong social safety net, training and help to find new jobs \([207]\). *Flexicurity* is a portmanteau that, like *chaordic*, combines a *chaos*-related concept (flexibility) with an *order*-related concept (security). Unfortunately, according to some authors \([207]\), European flexicurity policies would be a way to disguise increases in flexibility without real increases in security. Furthermore, in the context of these policies, *flexibility* is identified with leaving decisions to the discretion of capital owners and their agents. More coherent with the philosophy of degrowth would be a kind of flexibilization that develops parallel to a democratization of the relations of production. If, for example, society chooses to make a transition from conventional firms to cooperatives, mechanisms should be sought to ease the mobility of workers and capital from one cooperative to another. In fact, according to some studies \([182]\), the lack of mobility would be a key factor explaining that cooperativism is not more prevalent at present. A major obstacle to mobility is that workers generally contribute a part of the capital of the cooperative when they join it, but they no longer benefit from their investment after they leave it. Some solutions have been tried, such as monetary compensations upon the worker separation,
or tradeable membership titles [182], but this field needs much more research. An appropriate form of fluidification would make a difference in the dynamics of economic fluctuations. SOC and similar mechanisms (Section 3.2.2.) occur when there is is friction: this causes tension to accumulate gradually and be released in bursts, which are difficult to manage. In contrast, the models discussed in Section 3.2.1. assume no friction, and result into a smooth evolution of the system, which has different implications even though both are instances of dynamics BOC.

- Regulate working time according to needs, both when these decrease and when these increase (Section 6.3).

- Change the credit system. As discussed in Section 3.2.2., debts are a key factor for the propagation of fluctuations in economic systems. Since moving beyond the limits to growth is not comparable to a transient recession, an intervention on debt cannot be restricted to helping de-leverage firms and citizens and, afterwards, restarting the same game. Furthermore, we are assuming that we want to build a more ethical society. Therefore, the first step is to audit debts on ethical grounds, as currently done by some grassroots organizations, and restructure debt accordingly. Also, rules for interests should be reformulated. Even without economic growth, interests can exist [169], because lenders may want a compensation for delaying their consumption and for the risk of default. Even in an economy that does not grow on aggregate, the economic situation of individual agents and firms will fluctuate, so at some moments they may need credit, and at other moments they may be able to repay the credit plus some interest. The difference will be that, without growth, neither the aggregate flux of loans nor the corresponding flux of interest payments will display an increasing trend. However, it is possible to take political decisions that subvert the mechanism of credit, such as replacing private credit in exchange for monetary interests by collective credit in exchange for societal and environmental benefits (Section 6.3). Also, if interests conserve their monetary nature, they do not necessarily have to follow the pattern of compound interest. As noted by Soddy as early as 1926 [208], debts can grow to infinity, while production cannot. A non-growth system with compound interest could still function but it would imply some agents being permanently subordinated to other agents by unpayable debts (as is already the case with regard to the external debts of many countries) or a cyclical dissipation of debt in the form of isolated bankruptcies or, more probably, of crises consisting of chains of bankruptcies (well above the minimum needed for creative destruction). Neither of these scenarios is ideal. Furthermore, compound interest is difficult to justify without growth. While the economy grows, compound interest might be explained because of an exponentially increasing opportunity cost, but this is not the case without growth. Therefore, if we tolerate monetary interests, it could be with new rules such that, when it is not possible to repay a credit before the agreed-upon deadline, interests accumulate at decreasing rates and converge to a finite amount, instead of increasing exponentially. Note that the penalties for breaking laws, which have some similarity to debts, expire after some time instead of becoming more serious. Also note that psychological studies systematically find a nonexponential discount of future [209], which is not easily reconciled with compound interest.

Recipes like these would probably prevent crises triggered by the reduction of throughput in itself. However, another type of crisis will be much more difficult to avoid: the conflicts that will arise because
of the attempt to increase equality. However, economic contraction would have unbearable social costs in the absence of a vigorous redistribution.

7. Final remarks

Starting before the current economic crisis, and continuing nowadays, there has been a crisis in the social movements striving for a deep change in the economic system toward sustainability, equality, and democracy. Those who prefer business as usual know what they want and support their points with sophisticated technical arguments that are widely perceived as being credible, in spite of faux pas as visible as the failure to foresee or even contemplate the possibility of a crisis like the current one. Opponents have been effective in pinpointing the flaws in the foundations of hegemonic theories and the terrible consequences for societies and the biosphere when these are applied, and also in thinking of alternatives and applying them on a limited scale. However, these alternatives are mostly partial, and there is a deficit of well-defined plans for a general reorientation of societies with a solid basis. The present paper is a snapshot of a work in progress to contribute to the solid theory that we need. It does not pretend to give all answers, but, at least, to convey the message that these answers can be obtained and give some suggestions on how to obtain them. The goal of this work in progress is not to replace an economic theory impregnated by right-wing ideology with an economic theory impregnated by green ideology. While ideological biases in the perception of reality cannot be fully avoided, the author gives much importance to the attempt to avoid them as much as possible. Otherwise, I would perhaps not be so interested in complex systems theory, which, also, has largely developed under right-wing influences (as visible in the historical account in [24]; see also Section 5). I conceive the alternative theory as, first of all, more realistic, because it will recognize a host of realities largely ignored (but less now than in a near past) by the hegemonic view, notably environmental constraints and the nonequilibrium nature of economic dynamics. The ideological compromise has a major role to play, but not one of generating a new delusion to replace the hegemonic delusion. Rather, its role lies in identifying the areas that need further study in order to develop a reliable toolkit for social transformation, and, most importantly, applying it. The limitations of our current toolkit often lead us to the belief that there is no way to attain the goals that we want to attain. However, it is hardly surprising that we have a deficit of tools to improve equity if economists have been focusing on representative-agent models in which the distributions of income and of wealth are undefined (and nonmonetary economic relations do not exist), or have considered that Pareto optimality is the goal to pursue rather than the fulfillment of, at least, everyone basic needs. It is hardly surprising that we have a deficit of tools to readjust the economy to environmental constraints if economists use models in which the economy is a bootstrapped system decoupled from the planet in which it occurs. It is hardly surprising that we are not sure of the ways to downscale unsustainable sectors without triggering a recession, if recessions do not exist in general equilibrium models, and, of course, the idea of a planned downscaling is unconceivable by mainstream economists. The relative lack of a solid economic foundation for recipes toward sustainability and equity is no reason for pessimism, if we note that the great majority of economists have simply worked in other directions. If we take advantage of the powerful scientific resources that we currently have at hand (which did not exist when the current main ideologies took their form) and we put them at work to find ways
toward sustainability, equality and democracy, we will probably find ways toward sustainability, equality and democracy. This does not mean that everything that can be imagined is also feasible after investing enough time in research. As has been emphasized, we are subject to both environmental constraints and internal, dynamic constraints. I have focused on one likely constraint: that, probably, long-lasting complex systems can only occur midway between order and chaos (BOC). I explained that BOC is often associated to power laws, and that part of the distribution of income inequality in capitalist societies does follow this distribution. Observations like this risk deriving into a naturalization of inequality and a belief in that it is unavoidable. However, also the law of gravity could make us think that flying is impossible, but, precisely, the recognition that gravity exist and a good understanding of this force is a sine-qua-non condition to fly in planes and rockets without having many accidents. While this paper attempts to outline a scientific contribution to a sustainable and socially fair society and assumes that the scientific piece of the social transformation jigsaw is underdeveloped and badly needed, it pretends in no way to present the development of alternatives as an issue that belongs only to scientists. People who try to find alternatives based on their own paradigms of knowledge, scientific or not, and develop alternative experiences, also play an essential role. One thing that the BOC approach teaches us is that social transformation will not be fully planned, that some of its key features will have originated in the least expected corner, and that the most reliable policies will have undergone a process of learning through the everyday interaction with realities that someone is trying to adapt to or to modify. Furthermore, the life of humans has extremely important aspects that are not easily quantifiable and amenable to scientific study. Social transformation also needs these aspects, but the ways to address them will not be scientific. Without changes also in these dimensions, we might never develop the collective will to push forward a policy addressed to a deep transformation of society, whether or not the recipe for this policy has been designed with the help of science.

Appendices

A. Indirectly shaping the income distribution

In a world with limited resources, an egalitarian distribution is essential for wellbeing. The conceptually simplest ways to ensure some level of equality are either detailed economic planning or severe constraints on income and wealth. However, if we reach a deep understanding of how the distributions of income and wealth emerge, we could find ways to optimize political interventions on the economy, in order to get much doing little (Section 6.3). We do not have this detailed knowledge yet. However, here I give some results from an income model that is too simple to be realistic but can convey one first impression of the potential of this approach.

Simple models in the literature assume that, among high income people, personal income follows a random walk (Section 3.2.1). On average, the more money one has, the larger the amount of money one can invest, thus having higher odds of a large gain, but also of a large loss in case the investment fails. The variance \( v \) in the changes in income \( x \) per unit time can be assumed to have, roughly, the form

\[
v(x) = ax^\theta, \tag{2}
\]
with $a$, $\theta$ constants. Explicitly or implicitly, most studies assume $\theta = 2$ (which Gibrat’s law also attributes to firm sizes, Section 3.2.1.). Diversification of investments will favor a lower $\theta$. Consider the case of a large number of agents drifting at random, with no other rule than Eq. 2. In other words, for any income above some given threshold $x_0$, the chances of increasing or decreasing income are equal, and the variance of these changes follows Eq. 2. In addition, there is some entry of agents moving from $x < x_0$ to $x > x_0$, which compensates the loss of agents who, following their random walks, fall below $x_0$. The income distribution that results from this simple model is the power law

$$f(x) \propto x^{-\theta}$$  

(as shown in [67] in a different context), which is realistic for large incomes as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.1. This result has, in itself, some interesting implications. First, huge inequalities can arise without need of any difference among agents, so it is not straightforward that inequalities should reflect differences in capacity (or even willingness) to compete in the market. Second, Eq. 3 has an infinite mean for $\theta \leq 2$, including Gibrat’s case of $\theta = 2$. What this means is that, strictly speaking, if $\theta \leq 2$ the distribution in Eq. 3 will never be found in practice, but we will observe an asymptotic convergence of the income distribution to Eq. 3. During this convergence, inequality will increase and the economy will grow.

Now, let us consider a situation depicted in Section 6.3. On the one hand, there are limits to the aggregate income, because of the direct effect of resource scarcity, or because of policies limiting their use, or because demand does not grow (for example, because no advertising is allowed). On the other hand, there are policies giving competitive advantage to activities performed by low-income people. Let us assume that these advantages operate below income $x_0$. Without limits to growth, the effect of the advantages alone would be to increase the flux of agents from $x < x_0$ to $x > x_0$ thus increasing the number of participants in the game, but without altering Eq. 3. However, if growth is limited, the increased income enjoyed by these new entrants will necessarily imply losses for other participants. Therefore, they will move from having equal chances to increase or decrease their income to having larger chance of losing than gaining. One possibility is that, on average, income loss is proportional to current income. In this case, for $x > x_0$, the mean rate of change $\mu$ in income will have the form

$$\mu(x) = -bx,$$

with $b$ being a constant, $b > 0$. More generally, $\mu$ could vary according to

$$\mu(x) = -bx^\zeta.$$  

Equation 5 with $\zeta > 1$ would also result from a progressive tax: more progressiveness corresponds to larger $\zeta$ (in contrast, indirect taxes often translate to $\zeta < 1$).

We can deduce the steady-state distribution that results in this situation by taking advantage of this general rule [210]:

$$f(x) \propto v(x)^{-1} \exp \left( \int_{x_0}^{x} \frac{2\mu(u)}{v(u)} du \right)$$
If we combine the simplest form of contraction (Eq. 4) with the Gibrat exponent $\theta = 2$ for Eq. 2, and we assume the same parameters for all people, Eq. 6 gives

$$f(x) \propto x^{-2(1 + \frac{2}{\alpha})}$$

(7)

More generally, Eq. 7 results from Eqs. 2, 5 and 6 whenever $\theta - \zeta = 1$. We still have a power law as in Eq. 3, but with a different exponent $\beta = 2(1 + b/a)$. The larger $b/a$, the lesser the fraction of the economy in the hands of the few richest people. The modification in parameter values causes a qualitative change if we cross the barrier from $\beta \geq 2$ to $\beta < 2$, because we move from indefinite to limited growth, if the parameters remain constant through time. In practice, however, $\beta < 2$ is often found in growing economies, because, most probably, parameters change.

Whenever $\theta - \zeta \neq 1$, Eqs. 2, 5 and 6 give

$$f(x) \propto x^{-\theta} \exp \left(-\frac{2b}{a(\zeta - \theta + 1)}x^{\zeta - \theta + 1}\right)$$

(8)

This is another qualitative change, because we move away from a strict power law. For incomes slightly or moderately above $x_0$, we still have the power law, but the shape of the high-income range changes. For $\theta - \zeta < 1$, the upper tail becomes thinner (i.e. it converges quicker to $f(x) = 0$ as $x$ increases), and the mean is finite regardless of the exponent of the power law. As $\zeta$ increases and approaches $\theta$ what emerges is, effectively, an upper ceiling to income. For some given $\zeta$ and $\theta$, the ceiling will correspond to a lower income the larger the ratio $b/a$. A large $b$ will result, for example, from an intensive promotion of the economic activities of low-income people, as mentioned. A large $b/a$ would also result from a small $a$, which is to be expected when moving from a high-profit and high-risk environment for investments to a more moderate situation. The proposals of interest-free collective credit in Section 6.3 could have this result.

The most problematic assumption is the equality of parameter values for all agents. However, the same equations can be applied in combination with a multivariate distribution for the parameters. Some useful predictions are feasible even in very complex situations. Even if the determinants of income are quite different from one person to another rather than following a general model like this one, any factor that limits the mean income is most likely to produce an exponential decay in the tail of the distribution [79], which is equivalent to Eq. 8 with $\zeta \approx \theta$. As mentioned, this effectively results into a ceiling on income, and the position of this upper ceiling can be altered by processes taking place at the lower end of the distribution.
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